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Foreword
This European Standard EN 1993-1
Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures: Part 1-3 General rules
Supplementary rules for cold formed members and sheeting, has been prepared by Technical Committee
CEN/TC2S0 « Structural Eurocodes », the Secretariat of which is held by BSI. CEN/TC2S0 is responsible for
all Structural EUfocodes.
This European Standard shall be gi ven the status of a National Standard, either by publication of an identical
text or by endorsement, at the latest by April 2007, and contlicting National Standards shall be withdrawn at
latest by March 20]0.
This Eurocode supersedes ENV 1993-1-3.
According to the CEN-CENELEC Internal Regulations, the National Standard Organizations of the following
countries are bound to implement this European Standard: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, P011ugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and United Kingdom.

National annex for EN 1993-1-3
This standard
alternative procedures, values and recommendations for classes with notes indicating
where national choices may have to be made. Therefore the National Standard implementing EN 1993-1-3
should have a National Annex containing all Nationally Determined Parameters to be used for the design of
steel structures to be constructed in the relevant country.
National choice is allowed in EN 1993-1-3 through clauses:
2(3)P

- 2(5)
3.1 (3) Note I and Note 2
I)

5.3(4)
8.3(5)

- 8.3( 13), Table 8.1
8.3( 13), Table 8.2
- 8.3( 13), Table 8.3
- 8.3( J 3), Table 8,4
- 8,4(5)
-8.5.1(4)

9(2)

- 10.1.1 (I)
10.1.4.2(1 )
- A.I(I), NOTE 2
- A.I(I), NOTE 3
A.6,4(4)

- E(l)
4
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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope

(I) EN 1993-1-3
desi £n requirements for cold~formed members and sheeti ng. It appl ies to
cold-fofmed steel products made from coated or uncoated hot or cold rolled sheet or strip, that have
been cold-formed by such processes as cold~rolled forming Of press-braking. It Illay also be used for the
of profiled steel sheeting for cOIllPosite steel and concrete slabs at the construction stage, see EN 1994. The
execution of steel structures made of cold-formed members and sheeting is covered in EN 1090.
NOTE: The rules in Ihis part complement the rules in other parts of EN 1993-1.

(2) Methods are also given for stressed-skin design using steel sheeting as a structural diaphragm.
(3) This part does not apply to cold-formed circular and rectangular structura1 hollow sections supplied to EN

10219, for which reference should be made to EN 1993-1-1 and EN 1993-1-8.
(4) EN 1993-1-3
methods for design by calculation and for design assisted by testing. The methods for
design by calculation apply only within stated ranges of material propel1ies and geometrical proportions for
which sufficient experience and test evidence is available. These limitations do not apply to design assisted by
testing.
(5) EN 1

] -3 does not cover load arrangement for testing for loads during execution and maintenance.

(6) The calculation rules given in this standard are only valid if the tolerances of the cold formed members
comply with EN 1090-2

1.2 Normative references
The following normative documents contain provISIOns which, through reference in this text, constitute
provisions of this European Standard. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of
these publications do not apply.
However, parties to agreements based on this European Standard are encouraged to
the possibility
of applying the most recent editions of the normative documents indicated below. For undated references, the
latest edition of the normative document referred to appl ies.
EN 1993

Eurocode 3 - Design of steel :·;tructllres

Pm1 lIto part 1-] 2

EN 10002
Part 1:

Metollic moterioLs - Tensile testing:
Method (~ftest (ot ombient temperature)~

EN 10025-]

Hot-rolled prodllcts qj".'Nructllral steels Part 1: General delil'elY conditions;

EN 10025-2

Hot-rolled products of strllcturol steels - Port 2: Technical
structurol steels:

EN 10025-3

Hot-rolled products (~f strllctllrLt/ steels - Part 3: TechnicoL
I normalized rolled lveldoblefine groin strllctllral steel,,';

EN 10025-4

Hot-rolled products
structural steels - Part 4: Technical delivery conditions for
thermomeclwnical rolled 'weldable fine grain structural

EN 10025-5

Hot-rolled products
strllcturol steels - Port 5: Technical delivery conditions for structural
steels lvith improl'ed atmospheric corrosion resistance;

EN 10]43

Continuollsly hot-dip metal coo ted steel sheet and strip Tolerances on dimensions and !·Jwpe;

EN 10149

Hot rolledflat products made q{ high yield

delivel~v

conditions for non-alloy

conditions for nornwlized

steels for cold-forming:

Part 2:

Delivery conditions for 11Ol771aliz.edlnormaliz.ed rolled steels;

Pm13:

Delivel), conditions for thennomechanicol rolled steels;
(~rinspectioll

delire/~Y

doclllllents (includes amendment A J: ]995);

EN 10204

Metallic products. Types

EN 10268

Cold-rolled flat prodllcts made of high yield strength micro-alloyed steels f()]' cold forming General delivery conditions;
5
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EN 10292

Continllously hot-dip coated ,)'trip and sheet
- Technical delivery conditions;

steels }vith higher

strength for cold

EN ]0326

Continllollsly hot-dip coated strip and sheet

EN 10327

Continuollsly hot-dip coated strip and sheet qf Imv carhon steels for cold forming
delil'er~v conditiolls;

structural steels Technical delivef:Y conditions;
Technical

EN-ISO 12944-2

Paints and vanishes'. Corrosion protection (~j"steel structures by protective paint systems.
Part 2: Class{fication qj"enviromnents (ISO 12944-2:1998);

EN 1090-2

Execlltion ,)'teel structures and aluminium structures
Part 2: Teclmical requirements for ,vteel structures:

EN 1994

Eurocode 4: Design (?f composite steel and cOllcrete !Nructures;

EN ISO ]478 Tapping screvvs thread;
EN ISO 1479 Hexagon head tapping screlVS;
EN ISO 2702 Heat-treated steel tapping screws - Mechanical properties;
EN ISO 7049

Cro,)'s recessed pall head tapping screvvs;

EN ISO 10684 Fasteners

hot deep galvani::.ed coatings

ISO 4997

Cold reduced steel sheet (if structural quality;

EN 508-1

Roofing productsfi'om metal sheet Spec~f'icationfor se(f~sllpporting products of steel,
allllninium or stainless steel sheet Part I: Steel;

FEM 10.2.02

Federation Europeenne de la l7lanutentiol1, Secion X, Equipment et proceedes de stockage,
FEM 10.2.02, The design static steel pallet racking, Racking design code, April 2001
Version 1.02.

1.3 Terms and definitions
Supplementary to EN 1993-1-1, for the purposes of this Part 1-3 of EN 1993, the fo11owing terms and
definitions apply:

1.3.1
basic material
The flat sheet steel material out of which cold-formed sections and profiled sheets are made by cold-forming.
1.3.2
basic yield strength
The tensile yield strength of the basic material.
1.3.3
diaphragm action
Structural behaviour involving in-plane shear in the sheeting.
1.3.4
liner tray
Profiled sheet with
1ipped edge stiffeners, suitable for interlocking with adjacent liner trays to form a
plane of ribbed sheeting that is capable of suppOlting a parallel plane of profiled sheeting spanning
perpendicular to the span of the liner trays.
1.3.5
partial restraint
Restriction of the lateral or rotational movement, or the torsional or warping deformation, of a member or
element, that increases its buckling resistance in a similar way to a spIing SUppOIt, but to a lesser extent than a
rigid support.

6
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1.3.6
relative slenderness
A normalized non-dimensionatslenderness ratio.

1.3.7
restraint
Restriction of the lateral or rotational movement, or the torsional or \varping deformation, of a member or
element, that increases its buckling resistance to the same extent as a rigid support.

1.3.8
stressed-skin design
A design method that allows for the contribution made by diaphragm action in the sheeting to the stiffness and
strength of a structure.

1.3.9
support
A location at which a member is able to transfer forces or moments to a foundation, or to another member or
other structural component.

1.3.10
nominal thickness
A target average thickness inclusive zinc and other metallic coating layers when present rolled and defined by
the steel supplier (tnom not including organic coatings),

1.3.11
steel core thickness
A nominal thickness minus zinc and other metallic coating layers (tcm).

1.3.12
design thickness
the steel core thickness used in design by calculation according to 1.5.3(6) and 3.2.4.

1.4

Symbols

(1) In addition to those given in EN 1993-1-1, the following main symbols are used:

h

yield strength

j~a

average yield strength

/yb

basic yield strength
design core thickness of steel material before cold forming, exclusive of metal and organic coating

t nom

nominal sheet thickness after cold forming inclusive of zinc and other metallic coating not including
organic coating

tcor

the nominal thickness minus zinc and other metallic coating

K

spring stiffness for displacement

C

spring stiffness for rotation

(2)

Additional symbols are defined where they first occur.

(3)

A symbol may have several meanings in this part.
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1.5 Terminology and conventions for dimensions
1.5.1 Form of sections
(I) Cold-formed members and profiled sheets have within the permitted tolerances a constant nominal
thickness over their entire length and may have either a uniform cross section or a tapering cross section along
their length.
(2) The cross-sections of cold-formed members and profiled sheets essentially comprise a number of plane
elements joined by curved elements.
(3) Typical forms of sections for cold-formed members are shown in figure 1.1.
NOTE: The calculation methods of this Part J -3 of EN 1993 does not cover all the cases shown in figures 1.1 1.2.

~

1I I Z

] ] ] ] J
nIIIT
a) Single open sections

II
[J ] [
b) Open built-up sections

c) Closed built-up sections

Figure 1.1: Typical forms of sections for cold-formed members

(4) Examples of cross-sections for cold-formed members and sheets are illustrated in figure 1.2.
NOTE: All rules in this Part J -3 of EN 1993 relate to the main axis properties, which are defined by the main axes y y

and z - z for symmetrical sections and u - u and v - v for unsymmetrical sections as e.g. angles and Zed-sections. In some
cases the bending axis is imposed by connected structural elements whether the cross-section is symmetric or not.
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I

I

-]-- -EEl
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

-I- Jt8--$-

I

a:;-I

I

a) Compression members and tension members

1 -1f- JE JC -I-~-

-x- -x- -~-

b) Beams and other members subject to bending

c) Profiled sheets and liner trays

Figure 1.2: Examples of cold-formed members and profiled sheets
(5) Cross-sections of cold-formed members and sheets may either be unstiffened or incorporate longitudinal
stiffeners in their webs or flanges, or in both.

1.5.2 Form of stiffeners
(I) Typical forms of stiffeners for cold-formed members and sheets are shown in figure 1.3.
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v

' _....

v
a) Folds and bends

b) Folded groove and curved groove

c) Bolted angle stiffener

Figure 1.3: Typical forms of stiffeners for cold-formed members and sheeting
(2) Longitudinal flange stiffeners may be either edge stiffeners or intermediate stiffeners.
(3) Typical edge stiffeners are shown in figure 1.4.

,
a) Single edge fold stiffeners

]

II

b) Double edge fold stiffeners

Figure 1.4: Typical edge stiffeners
(4) Typical intermediate longitudinal stiffeners are illustrated in figure] .5.

a) Intermediate flange stiffeners

b) Intermediate web stiffeners

Figure 1.5: Typical intermediate longitudinal stiffeners

1.5.3 Cross-section dimensions
(1) Overall dimensions of cold-formed members and sheeting, including overall width b, overall height h,
internal bend radius r and other external dimensions denoted by symbols without subscripts, such as a, cor d,
are measured to the face of the material, unless stated otherwise, as illustrated in figure 1.6.
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b
)

(

I

I

h

Figure 1.6: Dimensions of typical cross-section
(2) Unless stated otherwise, the other cross-sectional dimensions of cold-formed members and sheeting,
denoted by symbols with subscripts, such as bct, h\\ or sw, are measured either to the midline of the material or
the midpoint of the corner.
(3) In the case of sloping elements, such as webs of trapezoidal profiled sheets, the slant height s is measured
parallel to the slope. The slope is straight line between intersection points of tlanges and web.
(4) The developed height of a web is measured along its midline, including any web stiffeners.
(5) The developed width of a tlange is measured along its midline, including any intermediate stiffeners.
(6) The thickness t is a steel design thickness (the steel core thickness extracted minus tolerance if needed as
specified in clause 3.2.4), if not otherwise stated.

1.5.4 Convention for member axes
(1) In general the conventions for members is as used in Part 1 1 of EN 1993, see Figure 1.7.
Z

V

Z

Z

I

I

U

V,

/

I
/

, I /
.~'---.-

y
.

/'. "

I

Y

y--

.

z

,

U
/

I /
~'.---'-

U/

\

/

I

/

v

I
\

,
I

I
Z

,-

\

U'-

\

,
V

U

-.- y

y_.-.>

Y

,-

,-

\

Z

V

Figure 1.7: Axis convention

(2) For profiled sheets and liner trays the following axis convention is used:

2

- y-y

axis parallel to the plane of sheeting;

- z-z

axis perpendicular to the plane of sheeting.

Basis of design

(1) The design of cold formed members and sheeting should be in accordance with the general rules given in
EN 1990 and EN 1993-1-1. For a
approach with FE-methods (or others) see EN 1993-1
Annex C.
(2)P Appropriate paxtial factors shall be adopted for ultimate limit states and serviceability limit states.
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(3)P For verifications by calculation at ultimate limit states the paI1ial factor 1\1 sha11 be taken as follows:
- resistance of cross-sections to excessive yielding including local and dist0I1ional buckling: )i1O
- resistance of members and sheeting where failure is caused
- resistance of net sections at fastener holes:

global buckling:

li11

A!J:2

NOTE: Numerical values for Xli may be defined in the National Annex.
recommended for the use in huildings:

The following numerical values are

I\K)= 1,00:
1\'11

= 1,00;

]id2::::: I

(4) For values of Iii for resistance of connections, see Section 8.
(5) For verifications at serviceability limit states the pal1ial factor

lM.ser

should be used.

NOTE: Numerical value for 1\1.\C'1 may be defined in the National Annex.
recommended for the use in buildings:
Y~b::l

The following numerical value is

1,00,

(6) For the design of structures made of cold formed members and sheeting a distinction should be made
between "structural classes" associated with failure consequences according to EN 1990 - Annex B defined as
follows:

Structura1 Class I: Construction where cold-formed members and sheeting are

"..,C'lnt'l"'''

to contribute

to the avera]] strength and stability of a structure;

Structural C1ass II: Construction where cold-formed members and sheeting are designed to contribute
to the strength and stability of individual structural elements;

Structural Class III: Construction where cold-formed sheeting is used as an element that only transfers
loads to the structure.
NOTE 1: During different construction stages different structural classes may be considered.
NOTE 2: 1:"or requirements for execution of sheeting see EN 1090.

3

Materials

3.1

General

(1) All steels used for cold-formed members and profiled sheets should be suitable for cold-forming and
welding, if needed. Steels used for members and sheets to be galvanized should also be suitable for
galvanizing.
(2) The nomina] values of material properties given in this Section should be adopted as characteristic values
in design calculations.
(3) This part of EN 1993 covers the design of cold formed members and profl1es sheets fabricated from steel
material conforming to the steel
listed in table 3.1 a.
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Table 3.1a: Nominal values of basic yield strength

f~b

and ultimate tensile strength fu

Type of sleel

Standard

Cradc

/ib N/I1lI1l~

J~I N/mm2

HOI rolled produch of non-alloy
struClural sleek Pari .,. Technical
delivery condition" ror non alloy

EN 10025: Part 2

S 235

235

360

355

510

S 275 N

275

:170

S 355 N

355

470

S 420 N

420

520

S 460:--';

460

550

S 275 NL

275

:\70

S 355 :'-JL

355

470

S 420 NL

420

520

S 460 NL

460

550

S 275

structur~11 .~Icels

HOI-rolled

prodllct~

430

S 355

of structural stccls.

EN 10025:

P~lIt

3

Pari 3: Technical delivery conditions for

normalized/normalized rolled weldable
fine grain structural steels

Hot-rolled products of structural steels.
Part 4: Technical deli \'Cry conditions for
tbermomechanical rolled weldable tine
grain "trllclural stccls

EN 10025: Palt 4

S 275 M

360

S 355 M

355

450

S420M

420

son

S460M

460

530

S 275 ML

275

360

S 355 ML

355

450

S

ML

420

500

S 460 ML

460

530

NOTE 1: For steel strip less than 3 mm thick conforming to EN 10025, if the width of the original strip is greater than or
equal to 600 mm, the characteristic values may be given in the National Annex. Values equal to 0,9 limes those given in
Table 3. I a are recommended.
NOTE 2: For other steel materials and products see the National Annex. Examples ror steel
the requirements of this standard are given in Table 3.1 b.

that Illay conform to
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Table 3.1b: Nominal values of basic yield strength

.tvb

and ultiInate tensile strength

.f~

Type of steel

Standard

Grade

J;h N/mm"

/~l N/mm 2

Cold reduced steel sheet of structural
qualily

ISO 4997

CR 220

220

300

CR 250

250

330

CR 320

320

400

Continuous hOI dip zinc coated carbon
steel sheet of structural quality

EN 10326

S220GD+Z

220

300

S250GD+Z

250

330

S280GD+Z

280

360

S320GD+Z

320

390

S350GD+Z

3S0

420

S 315 MC

31S

390

Hot-rolled flat products made of high
yield strength s(cels fix cold fonning. Part
conditions
2:
Delivery
for
thermomeehanieally rolled steels

EN 10149: Palt2

EN 10149: Palt3

Cold-rolled flat products made of high
yield strenglh micro-alloyed steels ("or
cold forming

Continuously hot-dip coated strip and
sheet of steels with higher yield strength
for cold forming

Continuously hot-dipped zinc-aluminiulll
(ZA) coated steel strip and sheet

Continuously hot-dipped aluminium-zinc
(AZ) coated .steel strip and .sheet

Continuously hot-dipped zinc coated
strip and sheet of mild sleel for cold
forming

EN 10268

EN 10292

EN 10326

EN 10326

EN 10327

S 3SS MC

3SS

430

S 420 MC

420

480

S 460 MC

460

S20

S 500 MC

500

550

S 5S0 MC

5S0

600

S 600 MC

600

6S0

S 6S0 MC

6S0

700

S 700 MC

700

750

S 260 NC

260

370

S 31S NC

315

430

S 3S5 NC

35S

470

S 420 NC

420

530

H240LA

240

340

H280LA

280

370

H320LA

320

400

H360LA

360

430

H400LA

400

460

H260LAD

24(2)

34(2)

H300LAD

28(2)

37(2)

H340LAD

32(2)

40(2)

H380LAD

36(2)

43(2)

H420LAD

40(2)

46(2)

S220GD+ZA

220

300

S2S0GD+ZA

2S0

330

S280GD+ZA

280

360

S320GD+ZA

320

390

S350GD+ZA

3S0

420

S220GD+AZ

220

300

S2S0GD+AZ

250

330

S280GD+AZ

280

360

S320GD+AZ

320

390

S350GD+AZ

3S0

42()

DXSID+Z

140 I)

270 I)

DXS2D+Z

140 I)

270 I)

DX53D+Z

140 I)

27(1)

I) Minimulll values of the yield .strength and ultirnate tensile strength are not given in the standard. For all .steel grades a minimum value of 140 N/mm 2 for
yield .strength Jnd 270 N/mrn" for ultimate tensile strength may be assumed.
2) The yield strength values given in lhe name.s of the materials correspond to tranwersal tension. The values for longiluciinallension are given inlhe table.
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3.2

Structural steel

3.2.1 Material properties of base material

or ~ ultimate tensile strength ~ .1:1 should be obtained

(I) The nominal values of yield strength
va]ues.!~, = ReI!

a)

either by adopting the

or Rpo .2 and.!:1 = Rill direct from product standards, or

b)

by using the values given in Table 3.1a and b

c)

by appropriate tests.

(2) Where the characteristic values are determined from tests, sllch tests should be carried OLlt in accordance
with EN \ 0002-1. The number of test coupons should be at least 5 and should be taken from a lot in
following way:
I. Coils: a.

For a lot from one production (one pot of melted steel) at least one coupon per coil of 30% of
the number of coils;

b.
2. Strips:

For a lot from different productions at least one coupon per coil;
At least one coupon per 2000 kg from one production.

The coupons should be taken at random from the concerned lot of steel and the orientation should be in the
length of the structural element. The characteristic values should be determined on basis of a statistical
evaluation in accordance with EN 1990 Annex D.
(3) It may be assumed that the properties of steel in compression are the same as those in tension.
(4) The ductility requirements should comply with 3.2.2 of EN 1993-\-1.
(5) The design values for material coefficients should be taken as given in 3.2.6 of EN 1993-1
(6) The material properties for elevated temperatures are given in EN \993-1-2.
3.2.2 Material properties of cold formed sections and sheeting
(l) Where the yield strength is specified using the symbol .!~ the average yield strength
may be used if (4)
to (8) apply. In other cases the basic yield strength f;b should be used. Where the yield strength is specified

using the symbol

.rb the basic yield strength

(2) The average yield strength
of full size tests.

should be used.

of a cross-section due to cold working may be determined from the results

(3) Alternatively the increased average yield strength

may be determined by calculation using:

but

... (3.1)

where:
area~

Ag

is

the gross cross-sectional

k

is

a numerical coefficient that depends on the type of forming as follows:

17

k

=7

for roll forming;

k

=5

for other methods of formjng~

is the number of 90° bends in the cross-section with an internal radius r S 5t (fractions of
90° bends should be counted as fractions of 11);
is the design core thickness of the steel material before cold-forming, exclusive of metal and
organic coatings, see 3.2.4.

(4) The increased yield strength due to cold forming may be taken into account as follows:
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- in axially loaded members in which the effective cross-sectional area
in determining

At'l/"

the yield strength

(5) The average yield strength

/v

equals the gross area

should be taken as

may be utilised in determining:

- the cross-section resistance of an axially loaded tension member;
the

cro~s-section

resistance and the buckling resistance of an axially loaded compression member with a

fully effective cross-section;
- the moment resistance of a cross-section with fu Ily effective flanges.
(6) To determine the moment resistance of a cross-section with fully effective llanges, the cross-section may
be subdivided into III nominal plane elements, slIch
flanges. Expression
I) may then be used to obtain
separately for each nominal plane element i, provided that:
values of increased yield strength

j=l
-----Ill---

:s; ,t'y<I

... (3.2)

I

i=1

where:
1S

the gross cross-sectional area of nominal plane element i,

and when calculating the increased yield strength
using the expression
I) the bends on the edge of the
nominal plane elements should be counted with the half their angle for each area
(7) The increase in yield strength due to cold forming should not be utilised for members that are subjected to

heat treatment after forming at more than 580°C for more than one hour.
NOTE: For further information see EN 1090, Part 2.

(8) Special attention should be paid to the fact that some heat treatments (especially annealing) might induce a
reduced yield strength lower than the basic yield strength
NOTE: For welding in cold formed areas see also EN 1993-1-8.

3.2.3 Fracture toughness

(I) See EN 1993-1 I and EN 1993-1- 10.
3.2.4 Thickness and thickness tolerances

(]) The provisions for design by calculation given in this Part 1-3 of EN 1993 may be used for steel within
given ranges of core thickness tcor .
NOTE: The ranges of core thickness
values arc recommended:

for sheeting and memhers:
- for connections:

0,45 mill ::;;

for sheeting and members may be given in the National Annex. The following
tcor ::;;

0,45 111m

15111111

tcor::;;

4 111m , see 8.1 (2)

(2) Thicker or thinner material may also be used, provided that the load bearing resistance is determined by
design assisted by testing.
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(3) The steel core thickness

teor

should be used as design thickness, where

= tcor
~t

with

tcor

100 tol
95

if tol ~ 5%

... (3.3a)

if 10/ >

... (3.3b)
... (3.3c)

tCOl'

where tol is the minus tolerance in ck.
NOTE: For the usual Z 275 zinc

111111.

(4) For continuously hot-dip metal coated members and sheeting supplied with negative tolerances less or
equal to the "speCial tolerances (S)" given in EN 10143, the design thickness according to (3.3a) may be used.
If the negative tolerance is beyond "special tolerance (S)" given in EN 10 143 then the design thickness
according to (3.3b) may be used.
(5) f nom is the nominal sheet thickness after cold forming. It may be taken as the value to filum of the original
sheet, if the calculative cross-sectional areas before and after cold forming do not differ more than
otherwise the notional dimensions should be changed.

3.3

Connecting devices

3.3.1 Bolt assemblies
(1) Bolts, nuts and washers should conform to the requirements given in EN 1993-1-8.
3.3.2 Other types of mechanical fastener
(1) Other types of mechanical fasteners as:
self-tapping screws as thread forming self-tapping screws, thread cutting self-tapping screws or self-drilling
self-tapping screws,
- cartridge-fired pins,
blind rivets
may be used where they comply with the relevant European Product Specification.
(2) The characteristic shear resistance
and the characteristic minimum tension resistance
mechanical fasteners may be taken from the EN Product Standard or ET AG or ETA.

FCRk

of the

3.3.3 Welding consumables
(l) Welding consumables should conform to the requirements given in EN 1993-1-8.

4

Durability

(1) For basic requirements see section 4 of EN 1993-1-1.
NOTE: ~ EN 1090-2,9.3.1 @J] lists the factors affecting execution that need to be specified during design.

(2) Special attention should be given to cases in which different materials are intended to act compositely, jf
these materials are such that electrochemical phenomena might produce conditions leading to corrosion.
NOTE 1: For corrosion resistance of fasteners for the environmental class following EN-ISO 12944-2 see Annex B.
NOTE 2: For roofing products see EN 508-1.
NOTE 3: For other products see Part 1- J of EN 1993.
NOTE 4: For hot dip galvanized fasteners see EN ISO 10684.
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5

Structural analysis

5.1

Influence of rounded corners

(1) In cross-sections with rounded corners, the notional flat widths bp of the plane elements should be
measured from the midpoints of the adjacent corner elements as indicated in figure 5.1.
(2) In cross-sections with rounded corners, the calculation of section properties should be based upon the
nominal geometry of the cross-section.
(3) Unless more appropriate methods are used to determine the section properties the following approximate
procedure may be used. The influence of rounded corners on cross-section resistance may be neglected if the
internal radius r:S 5 t and r:S 0, I b p and the cross-section may be assumed to consist of plane elements with
sharp corners (according to figure 5.2, note b p for all flat plane elements, inclusive plane elements in tension).
For cross-section stiffness properties the influence of rounded corners should always be taken into account.

°
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(a) midpoint of corner or bend

X is intersection of midlines
P is midpoint of corner

I'm

r+tl2

gr =

I'm

h

·I

'\.

(c) notional flat width bp for a \veb
(b p = slant height sw)

I

/

I

A~

" I
'\.

bp,c

I

~"

.Jj'

-r:::=::::~

tPd

'\

c
,~

(d) notional flat width b p of plane

(b) notional flat width bp of plane

U~;~':;;::~i,l
~

patts adjacent to web stiffener

f-oIl-

d ...

parts of flanges

..4~

p

b

J- - I

p

b

'~'/7'

-

~

(e) notional flat width bp of flat parts
adjacent to flange stiffener

Figure 5.1: Notional widths of plane cross section parts bp allowing for corner radii
(4) The influence of rounded corners on section properties may be taken into account by reducing the
propeliies calculated for an otherwise similar cross-section with sharp corners, see figure
using the
following approximations:
~ A g.sh (l -

8)

... (5.1 a)

I g ~ I g.sh (I - 2 8)

... (5.lb)

Iw

~

Iw.sh (1 - 48)

... (S.lc)

with:
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'r 900
L...J j

... (S.ld)

Ii)

Lbp.i
i=1

where:

A.l'

IS

the area of the gross cross-section;

Ag.,h

IS

the value of Ag for a cross-section with sharp corners;

b pJ

IS

the notional flat width of plane element i for a cross-section with sharp corners;

Ig

is

the second moment of area of the gross cross-section;

IS

the value of Ig for a cross-section with sharp corners;

is

the warping constant of the gross cross-section;

is

the value of Iw for a cross-section with sharp corners;

cjJ

is

the angle between two plane elements;

111

IS

the number of plane elements;

n

is

the number of curved elements;

I~i

is

the internal radius of curved element j .

I"

(5) The reductions
by expression (5.1) may also be appJied in calculating the effective section properties
, provided that the notional flat widths of the plane elements are measured to the
Ael1 , Iy,el't, Iz.r:ll and
points of intersection of their midlines.

,..- ....
I

I
~

~

.,.--'"'-

...,

)
[

U
II

II
B
U

)

(
,...

f

'---"'" "'--"'"
Actual cross-section

Idealized cross-section

Figure 5.2: Approximate allowance for rounded corners
(6) Where the internal radius r> 0,04 t E / j~ then the resistance of the cross-section should be determined by
tests.

5.2 Geometrical proportions
(1) The provisions for design by calculation given in this Part 1-3 of EN 1993 should not be applied to crosssections outside the range of width-to-thickness ratios bit, hit, cit and dlt
in Table 5.1.
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NOTE: These limits bIt, hIt, cit and dlt given in table 5.1 may be assumed to represent the field I'or which sulTiciem
experience and verification by testing is already available. Cross-sections with larger width-lo-thickness ratios may also
be used, provided that their resistance at ultimate limit states and their behaviour at serviceability limit slales are veriFied
by testing andlor by calculations, where the results are confirmed by an appropriate number or tests.

Table 5.1: Maxhnunl width-to-thickness ratios
Maximum value

Element of cross-section
b

1<

1<

>1

1<

b

>1

b

bIt::; SO

bit::; 60

>11 c
,..----.......

T

dlt::; SO

1<

b

>1

1<

b

>1

hIt::; 500

hIt::; 500 sln¢

(2) In order to provide sufficient stiffness and to avoid primary buckling of the stiffener itself, the sizes of
stiffeners should be within the following ranges:

c / b ::; 0,6

... (S.2a)

0, I ::; d / b ::; 0,3

... (S.2b)

0,2 ::;

in which the dimensions b, c and d are as indicated in table 5.1. If c / b < 0,2 or d / b < 0, I the lip should be
ignored (c =0 or d =0).
NOTE 1: Where efFective cross-section properties are determined by testing and by calculations, these limits do not
appJy.
NOTE 2: The lip measure c is perpendicular to the flange if the lip is not perpendicular to the flange.
NOTE 3: For FE-methods see Annex C of EN 1993-1-5.
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5.3

Structural modelling for analysis

(I) Unless more appropriate models are llsed according to EN 1993-1-5 the elements of a cross-section may be
modelled for analysis as indicated in table 5.2.
(2) The mutual influence of mUltiple stiffeners should be taken into account.
(3) Impelt'ections related to flexural buckling and torsional flexural buckling should be taken from table 5.1 of
EN 1993-1-1
NOTE: Sec also clause 5.3.4 of EN 1993-1- J.

(4) For imperfections related to lateral torsional buckling an initial bow imperfections eo of the weak axis of
the profile may be assumed without taking account at the same time an initial twist
NOTE: The rnagniludc of the imperfection may be taken from the National Annex. The values
= 1/600 for elastic
analysis and e,/L = 1/500 for plastic analysis are recommended for sections assigned to LTB huckling curve a rakcn from
EN 1993-1-1, section 6.3.2.2.

Table 5.2: lVlodelling of elements of a cross-section
Type of element

1

r

u
~
I 1

Type of element

Model

1

«)
«)

I,

«)

IJ

~

r

~

Model

~
~
U

11

~

~

J

f
1

5.4

Flange curling

(l) The effect on the loadbearing resistance of curling (i.e. inward curvature towards the neutral plane) of a

very wide flange in a profile subjected to flexure, or of a flange in an arched profile subjected to flexure in
which the concave side is in compression, should be taken into account unless such curling is less than 5% of
the depth of the profile cross-section. If curling is larger, then the reduction in loadbearing resistance, for
instance due to a decrease in the length of the lever ann for parts of the wide flanges, and to the possible effect
of the bending of the webs should be taken into account.
NOTE: For liner trays this effect has been laken into account in 10.2.2.2.
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(2) Calculation of the curling may be carried out as follows. The formulae apply to both compression and
tensile flanges, both with and without stiffeners, but without closely spaced transversal stiffeners at flanges. For
a profile which is straight prior to application of loading (see figure 5.3).

u

2

... (5.3a)

For an arched beam:
... (5.3b)
where:
it

is bending of the flange towards the neutral axis (curling), see figure 5.3;

bs

is one half the distance between webs in box and hat sections, or the width of the portion of flange
projecting frol11 the web, see figure 5.3;
is flange thickness;

z

is distance of flange under consideration from neutral axis;

r

is radius of curvature of arched beam;

0;-1

is mean stress in the flanges calculated with gross area. If the stress has been calculated over the
effective cross-section, the mean stress is obtained by multiplying the stress for the effective crosssection by the ratio of the effective flange area to the gross flange area.

Figure 5.3: Flange curling

5.5

Local and distortional buckling

5.5.1 General
(I) The effects of local and distortional buckling should be taken into account in determining the resistance
and stiffness of cold-formed members and sheeting.

(2) Local buckling effects may be accounted for by using effective cross-sectional properties, calculated on the
basis of the effective widths, see EN ] 993-1-5.
(3) In determining resistance to local buckling, the yield strength
effective widths of compressed elements in EN 1993-1-5.
NOTE: For resistance sec 6.1

f~

should be taken as

.Ab

when calculating

I).

(4) For serviceability verifications, the effective width of a compression element should be based on the
compressive stress llco rn. Ed,scr in the element under the serviceability limit state loading.
(5) The distortional buckling for elements with edge or intermediate stiffeners as indicated in figure 5.4(d) are
considered in Section 5.5.3.
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b)

a)

d)

Figure 5.4: Examples of distortional buckling modes
(6) The effects of distortional buckling should be allowed for in cases such as those indicated in
5.4(a),
(b) and (c). In these cases the effects of distortional buckling should be determined performing linear
5.5.l
or non-linear buckling analysis (see EN 1993-1
using numerical methods or column stub tests.

(7»

(7) Unless the simplified procedure in 5.5.3 is used and where the elastic buckling stress is obtained from linear
buckling analysis the following procedure may be applied:
I)

For the wavelength up to the nominal member length, calculate the elastic buckling stress and identify
the corresponding buckling modes, see figure 5.5a.

2)

Calculate the effective width(s) according to 5.5.2 for locally buckled cross-section pat1S based on the
minimum local buckling stress, see figure 5.5b.

(7»

3) Calculate the reduced thickness
5.5.3.1
of edge and intermediate stiffeners or other crosssection paI1S undergoing distortional buckling based on the minimum distortional buckling stress, see
figure 5.5b.
4) Calculate overall buckling resistance according to 6.2 (flexural, torsional or lateral-torsional buckling

depending on buckling mode) for nominal member length and based on the effective cross-section
from 2) and 3).

,

..

b) Distorsional

buckling
a) Local

buckling
a)

b)

c)

Halve-wave length

Figure 5.5a: Examples of elastic critical stress for various buckling Inodes as function of halvewave length and examples of buckling nlodes.
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..

Elastic overall
buckling

....... - - >- - - ;:::::-- - - - two
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waves
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Figure 5.5 b: Examples of elastic buckling load and buckling resistance as a function of
member length
5.5.2 Plane elements without stiffeners
(1) The effective widths of unstiffened elements should be obtained from EN 1993-1-5 lIsing the notional flat
width b p for b by determining the reduction factors for plate buckling based on the plate slenderness

It/).

(2) The notional flat width bp of a plane element should be determined as specified in figure 5.1 of section
5.1.4. In the case of plane elements in a sloping webs, the appropriate slant height should be used.
NOTE: For olltstands an alternative method for calculating effective widths is given in Annex D.

(3)

In applying the method in EN 1993-1-5 the following procedure may be used:
The stress ratio lj/, ~ from tables 4.1 and 4.2 of EN ] 993-1-5
llsed to determine the effective width of
flanges of a section subject to stress gradient, may be based on gross section properties.
The stress ratio lj/. ~ from tables 4.1 and 4.2 of EN 1993-1-5 <EG] used to determine the effective width of
web, may be obtained using the effective area of compression flange and the gross area of the web.
The effective section properties may be refined by using the stress ratio lj/ based on the effective crosssection already found in place of the gross cross-section. The minimum steps in the iteration dealing with
the stress gradient are two.
The simplified method given in 5.5.3.4 may be used in the case of webs of trapezoidal sheeting under stress
gradient.

5.5.3 Plane elements with edge or intermediate stiffeners

5.5.3.1

General

(1) The design of compression elements with
or intermediate stiffeners should be based on the
assumption that the stiffener behaves as a compression member with continuous partial restraint, with a spring
stiffness that depends on the boundary conditions and the flexural stiffness of the adjacent plane elements.
(2) The spring stiffness of a stiffener should be determined by applying an unit load per unit length
illustrated in figure 5.6. The spring stiffness K per unit length may be determined from:

II

as

... (5.9)
where:

g is the deflection of the stiffener due to the unit load
pan of the cross-section.

II

acting in the centroid (hI) of the effective
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B
a) Actual system

_,_I--",--,-...
-

~

Bending

Compression

Compression

Bending

c) Ca1culation of 8 for C and Z sections

Figure 5.6: Determination of spring stiffness
(3) In determining the values of the rotational spring stiffnesses Ce , CB,] and
from the geometry of the
cross-section, account should be taken of the possible effects of other stiffeners that exist on the same element,
or on any other element of the cross-section that is subject to compression.
(4) For an

stiffener, the deflection 5 should be obtained from:

ubp :) 12(L - v 2 )

B 171) +--.
3

with:
()=
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(5) In the case of the
stiffeners of lipped C-sections and lipped Z-sections, C(-) should be determined with
the unit loads u applied as shown in figure 5.6(c). This results in the following expression for the spring
stiffness KI for the flange I:

Et3

... (5.IOb)

where:

hi

is the distance from the web-to-flange junction to the gravity center of the effective area of
the edge stiffener (including effective part
of the flange) of flange I, see figure 5.6(a);

lh

is the distance from the web-to-f1ange junction to the gravity center of the effective area of
the edge stiffener (including effective part of the flange) of flange 2:

hw

IS

kr

=0

the web depth;
if flange 2 is in tension (e.g. for beam in bending about the y-y axis);
if flange 2 is also in compression (e.g. for a beam in axial compression);

kr = 1
Asl

for a symmetric section in compression.
is the effective area of the edge stiffener (including effective part be) of the flange, see figure
5.6(b» of flange I and flange 2 respectively.

and

(6) For an intermediate stiffener, as a conservative alternative the values of the rotational spring stiffnesses
Ca,1 and C(-),2 may be taken as equal to zero, and the deflection (5 may be obtained from:

IS = ubi 217 /
12(1 - v 2 )
3(b l + b 2 )
Et 3

... (5.11)

(7) The reduction factor %d for the dist0l1ional buckling resistance (flexural buckling of a stiffener) should be

obtained from the relative slenderness Ad from:
... (5.12a)

%d

1,0

Xd

= 1,47 0,66

0,723Ad

if 0,65 < Ad < 1,38
if

... (5.12b)

Ael 21,38

... (5.12c)

where:
... (5.12d)
where:
lkr.s is

the elastic critical stress for the stiffener(s) from 5.5.3.2, 5.5.3.3 or 5.5.3.4.

(8) Alternatively, the elastic critical buckling stress
analysis using numerical methods (see 5.5.1 (7».

qT.S

may be obtained from elastic first order buckling

(9) In the case of a plane element with an edge and intermediate stiffener(s) in the absence of a more accurate
method the effect of the intermediate stiffener(s) may be neglected.
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5.5.3.2

Plane elements with edge stiffeners

(1) The following procedure is applicable to an edge stiffener if the requirements in 5.2 are met and the angle
between the stiffener and the plane element is between 45° and 135°.

~====~~==~==~~~~~=T~\

\

b / t s; 60
a) single edge fold

Figure 5.7: Edge stiffeners

(2) The cross-section of an edge stiffener should be taken as comprising the effective portions of the stiffener,
element c or elements c and d as shown in figure 5.7, plus the adjacent effective portion of the plane
element bp,

(3) The procedure, which is illustrated in figure 5.8, should be carried out in steps as follows:

Step 1: Obtain an initial effective cross-section for the stiffener using effective widths determined
by assuming that the stiffener gives full restraint and that
= .t~b//fvlO, see (4) to (5);
Step 2: Use the initial effective cross-section of the stiffener to determine the reduction factor for
distortional buckling (flexural buckling of a stiffener), allowing for the effects of the
continuous spring restraint, see (6), (7) and (8);
Step 3: Optionally iterate to refine the value of the reduction factor for buckling of the stiffener, see
(9) and ( I0).

(4) Initial values of the effective widths bel and bc1 shown in figure 5.7 should be determined from clause
5.5.2 by assuming that the plane element bp is doubly supported, see table 4.1 in EN 1993-1-5.
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(5) Initial values of the effective widths
a)

CelT

and

deft'

shown in figure 5.7 should be obtained as follows:

for a single edge fold stiffener:
... (5.13a)

with

p

obtained from

- if bp.cl

except using a value of the buckling factor

given by the following:

0.35:

kG =0,5
- if 0,35 < b p.c I b p

... (5.13b)
::;

0,6:

0,5 + 0,83

13c)

b) for a double edge fold stiffener:
... (5.13d)

p obtained from 5.5.2 with a buckling factor kG for a doubly supported element from table 4.1

with

111

EN 1993-1-5
... (5.13e)

p

wlth

kG

obtained from 5.5.2 with a buckling factor

for an oL1tstand element from table 4.2 in

EN 1993-1-5.
(6) The effecti ve cross-sectional area of the

A,

t(b e2

+

stiffener

A~

should be obtained from:
... (5.14a)

or

A, =t (b e2 + Cel + Ce2 +

... (5. J 4b)

respectively.
NOTE: The rounded corners should be taken into account if needed, see 5. L

(7) The elastic critical buckling stress lkLS for an edge stiffener should be obtained from:

... (5. J 5)
where:

K

is the spring stiffness per unit length, see 5.5.3.1 (2).

Is

is the effective second moment of area of the stiffener, taken as that of its effective area
about the centroidal axis a - a of its effective cross-section, see figure 5.7.

(8) Alternatively, the elastic critical buckling stress
analyses using numeIical methods, see 5.5.1 (7).

O"CLS

may be obtained from elastic first order buckling

(9) The reduction factor X d for the distortional buckling (flexural buckling of a stiffener) resistance of an
stiffener should be obtained from the value of lkr,s using the method given in 5.5.3.1 (7).
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a) Gross cross-section and boundary conditions

b) Step 1: Effective cross-section for K
based on <kolll.Ed =fyb / }i10

00

c) Step 2: Elastic critical stress <kLS for
effective area of stiffener
from step I

Iteration 1

Iteration n

d) Reduced strength xdfyb//fvl0 for effective
area of stiffener As, with reduction factor X d
based on <kr.\

e) Step 3: Optionally repeat step I by
calculating the effective width with a reduced
compressive stress O;:~o1ll,Ed.i = xdf~b / (\,10 with Xd
from previous iteration, continuing until Xd.l1::::: X
d.(n I) but Xd.n S; X d,(n - I) .

f) Adopt an effective cross-section with be2 ,

and reduced thickness

fred

corresponding to

Cdl

Xd,n

Figure 5.8: Compression resistance of a flange with an edge stiffener
(10) If X d < I it may be refined iteratively, staI1ing the iteration with modified values of p obtained using
~ 5.5.2(1 ) @iI with <koI1l.Ed.i equal to X d ,f.b I /Mo, so that:
... (5.16)
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(11) The reduced effective area of the stiffener As .red allowing for flexural buckling should be taken as:

f Yb/ rMO

As.red = Xci As ---'---'----

but A

... (5.17)

As

s.red:S

O'colll.Ed

where

oc

0 111. Ed

is compressive stress at the centreline of the stiffener calculated on the basis of the effective
cross-section.

(12) I n determi ning effective section properties, the reduced effecti ve area As.red should be represented by
using a reduced thickness [red = [A,.reel / As for all the elements included in A;.

5.5.3.3

Plane elements with intermediate stiffeners

(1) The following procedure is applicable to one or two equal intermediate stiffeners formed by grooves or
bends provided that all plane elements are calculated according to 5.5.2.
(2) The cross-section of an intermediate stiffener should be taken as comprising the stiffener itself plus the
adjacent effective portions of the adjacent plane elements bp. l and bp,1 shown in figure 5.9.

(3) The procedure, which is illustrated in figure 5.10, should be carried out in steps as follows:
Step 1: Obtain an initial effective cross-section for the stiffener using effective widths determined
by assuming that the stiffener gives full restraint and that o:.~ol11. Ed = l vb/}1V10, see (4) and (5);
Step 2: Use the initial effective cross-section of the stiffener to determine the reduction factor for
distortional buckling (flexural buckling of an intermediate stiffener), allowing for the effects of the
continuous spring restraint, see (6), (7) and (8);
Step 3: Optionally iterate to refine the value of the reduction factor for buckling of the stiffener, see
(9) and (10).

(4) Initial values of the effective widths b1.e2 and h .el shown in figure 5.9 should be determined from 5.5.2
by assuming that the plane elements !JP. ] and bp.2 are doubly supported, see table 4.1 in EN 1993-1-5 .
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Figure 5.9: Intermediate stiffeners

(5) The effective cross-sectional area of an intermediate stiffener As should be obtained from:

As =

[(bl,e2

+ b2.e] + b s )

... (5.18)

in which the stiffener width bs is as shown in figure 5.9.
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NOTE: The rounded corners should be taken into account if needed, see 5.1.

(6) The critical buckling stress

6cr.s

for an intermediate stiffener should be obtained from:

... (5.19)
where:
K

is the spring stiffness per unit length, see 5.5.3.1

I~

is the effective second moment of area of the stiffener, taken as that of its effective area As
about the centroidal axis a - a of its effective cross-section, see figure 5.9.

(7) Alternatively, the elastic critical buckling stress
analyses using numerical methods, see 5.5.1 (7).

6cr.s

may be obtained from elastic first order buckling

(8) The reduction factor X d for the distortional buckling resistance (flexural buckling of an intermediate
stiffener) should be obtained from the value of 6cLS Llsing the method given in 5.5.3.1 (7).
(9) If X d < I it may optionally be refined iteratively, staJ1ing the iteration with modified values of p obtained
using ~ 5.5.2(1)@lI with 6com.Ed,i equal to X dJ;.b/)1vlO, so that:
Ap.rcd

11' fXu

... (5.20)

(10) The reduced effective area of the stiffener

allowing for distortional buckling (flexural buck1ing of a

stiffener) shOll Jd be taken as:
bu t A

s.red ::;

J)

where
6com.Ed
is compressive stress at the centreline of the stiffener calculated on the basis of the effective
cross-section.

(11) Tn determining effective section prope11ies, the reduced effective area
using a reduced thickness trcd = t As.red / As for all the elements included in As.
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a) Gross cross-section and boundary conditions

b) Step 1: Effective cross-section for K
lk'OIll,Ed =j~b I Ji,1O

c) Step 2: Elastic critica1 stress
of stiffener
from step 1

---*-0

-rC-- 1~K
--- a
Iteration'

K

llcLS

based on

00

for effective area

d) Reduced strength X d fYb / ji.1O for effective area of
stiffener As, with reduction factor X d based 011 llce.s

~

e) Step 3: Optionally repeat step 1 by calculating the
effective width with a reduced compressive stress llcoll1.EJ.i
xdf;'b / Ji,1O with Xli from previolls iteration, continuing
until .%<.1.11:::::: Xd.(11 I) but .%<.1.11'::;: Xd.(n-I).

f) Adopt an effective cross-section with
reduced thickness tred cOlTesponding to XcI,n

,b2.el and

Figure 5.10: Compression resistance of a flange with an intermediate stiffener
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5.5.3.4

Trapezoidal sheeting profiles with internlediate stiffeners

5.5.3.4.1 General
(I) This sub-clause 5.5.3.4 should be Llsed for trapezoidal profiled sheets, in association with 5.5.3.3 for
flanges with intermediate
stiffeners and 5.5.3.3 for webs with intermediate stiffeners.

Interaction between the buckling of intermediate flange stiffeners and intermediate web stiffeners should
also be taken into account Llsing the method given in 5.5.3.4.4.

5.5.3.4.2

I~langes

with intermediate stiffeners

(I) If it is subject to uniform compression, the effective cross-section of a flange with intermediate stiffeners

should be assumed to consist of the reduced effective areas
t, see figure 5.11) adjacent to the stiffener.

A,.red

including two strips of width 0,5b e1f (or 15

(2) For one central Jlange stiffener, the elastic critical buckling stress 6cr.., should be obtained from:
4,2k wE

=---

(jcr

A,

... (5.22)

where:
bp

is the notional flat width of plane element shown in figure 5.11 ;

b,

is the stiffener width, measured around the perimeter of the stiffener, see figure 5.11 ;

As, Is

are the cross-section area and the second moment of area of the stiffener cross-section
according to figure 5.] 1;

kw

is a coefficient that allows for partial rotational restraint of the stiffened flange by the webs or
other adjacent elements, see (5) and (6). For the calculation of the effective cross-section in
axial compression the value kw = ],0.

The equation 5.22 may be used for wide grooves provided that flat part of the stiffener is reduced due to local
and 0,25(3b p+iJr ), see
5.11. Similar
buckling and bp in the equation 5.22 is replaced by the larger of
method is valid for flange \vith two or more wide grooves.

O,5beff~:-:['-/H- O,5beff

Cross section to
calculate As

r- 15t-{'--/r- 15f1

Cross section to
calculate Is

Figure 5.11: Conlpression flange with one, two or multiple stiffeners
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(3) For two symmetrically placed flange stiffeners, the elastic critical buckling stress OCr.s should be obtained
from:

... (5.23a)

with:

where:

hI" I

is the notional flat width of an outer plane element, as shown in figure 5.1 ];

hp.2

is the notional flat width of the central plane element, as shown in figure 5.] 1;

br

is the overall width of a stiffener, see figure 5.11 ;

As. I"

are the cross-section area and the second moment of area of the stiffener cross-section
according to figure 5.1 ] .

(4) For a mUltiple stiffened flange (three or more equal stiffeners) the effective area of the entire flange is

pbet

... (5.23b)
Annex E for the slenderness Ii p based on the

where p is the reduction factor according to EN ] 993-]
elastic buckling stress
O"cr,s

... (5.23c)

= 1,8£

where:
Is

is the sum of the second moment of area of the stiffeners about the centroidal axis a-a,
neglecting the thickness terms bt 3 112 :

bo

is the width of the t1ange as shown in figure 5.11;

be

is the developed width of the flange as shown in figure 5.11.

(5) The value of k\\' may be calculated from

compression flange buckling wavelength

h, as follows:

- if lbl Sw 2 2:
... (5.24a)

k \vo - (k \\'0

-I)l~ (~J2
Sw

... (5.24b)

S

where:
Sw

is the slant height of the web, see figure 5.1 (c).

(6) Altematively, the rotational restraint coefficient
corresponding to a pin-jointed condition.

kw

may conservatively be taken as equal to

1,0
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(7) The values of Lb and kwu may be determined from the following:

- for a compression flange with one intermediate stiffener:

Lh =

k

W ()

~ 07

-"'

=

4

2 b p + 3 b, )

1.\ b/

- - - - - - " 1- - - -

t.

... (5.25)

s" + 2 bel
SW + 0,5 hd

... (5.26)

with:

- for a compression flange with two intermediate stiffeners:

Ib = 3,65

k 11'0

7J I s

bl

2
(

3 be - 4 hi ) / f

3

... (5.27)

( 2 he + s\\ ) ( 3 be - 4 b] )
... (5.28)

(8) The reduced effective area of the stiffener As.red allowing for distortional buckling (flexural buckling of an
intermediate stiffener) should be taken as:

f yb / rl\10

As red = Xci As ---'----

but As.red :S As

... (5.29)

O"COIll.ser

(9) If the webs are unstiffened, the reduction factor % d should be obtained directly from
method given in 5.5.3.1 (7).

i7cr.s

using the

(10) If the webs are also stiffened, the reduction factor X d should be obtained using the method given in
5.5.3.1 (7), but with the modified elastic critical stress i7cr.l11od given in 5.5.3.4.4.
(II) Tn determining effective section properties, the reduced effective area A qed should be represented by
using a reduced thickness fred = f As.red / As for all the elements included in As.

(12) The effective section properties of the stiffeners at serviceability limit states should be based on the
design thickness f.

5.5.3.4.3 Webs with up to two intermediate stiffeners
(I) The effective cross-section of the compression zone of a web (or other element of a cross-section that is
subject to stress gradient) should be assumed to consist of the reduced effective areas As .red of up to two
intermediate stiffeners, a strip adjacent to the compression flange and a strip adjacent to the centroidal axis of
the effective cross-section, see figure 5.12.

(2) The effective cross-section of a web as shown in figure 5.12 should be taken to include:
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a)

a strip of width

b)

the reduced effective area A s.red of each web stiffener, up to a maximum of two;

c)

a strip of width

d)

the part of the web in tension.

Sell!

SctLn

adjacent to the compression flange;

adjacent to the effective centroidal axis;
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at

Figure 5.12: Effective cross-sections of webs of trapezoidal profiled sheets

(3) The effective areas of the stiffeners should be obtained from the following:
- for a single stiffener, or for the stiffener closer to the compression flange:
... (5.30)

+
for a second stiffener:

... (5.31)
in which the dimensions

Serf I

to

Sc1t.n

and

and

S,b

are as shown in figure 5.12.

(4) Initially the location of the effective centroidal axis should be based on the effective cross-sections of the
flanges but the gross cross-sections of the webs. In this case the basic effective width SellO should be obtained
from:

0,76t

... (5.32)

where:
is the stress in the compression flange when the cross-section resistance is reached.
(5) If the web is not fully effective, the dimensions

to

SeWn

should be determined as follows:

... (S.33b)
5elL~ =

[1 + 0,5(h a +

)I er:] SeitO

... (S.33d)
... (S.33e)
SelIn =

... (5.33{)

]

where:

ec

is the distance from the effective centroidal axis to the system line of the compression flange,
see figure 5.12;

and the dimensions ha, hb' hsa and

h~b

are as shown in fjgure 5.12.
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(6) The dimensions Sell.l to Sell.n should initially be determined from (5) and then revised if the relevant plane
element is fully effective, Llsing the following:
- in an unstiffened web, if

Sell I

+ SelIn 2

8n

the entire web is effective, so revise as follows:

... (5.34a)
... (5.34b)
- in stiffened web, if

SefLl

+ Seff.2 2

Sa

the whole of

Sa

is effective, so revise as follows:

... (5.35a)

= s (1 +0,5ha /eJ
a

... (5.35b)

2 + 0,5ha

in a web with one stiffener, if

Sel13

+ SelIn 2

Sn

the whole of

SI1

is effective, so revise as follows:

[J + 0,5(h;1 + 17sa )/ e c ]

... (5.36a)

2,5 + 0,5(ha + hsa)j ec
SdY.n

=

... (5.36b)

---~--'-'----:--

- in a web with two stiffeners:

if

Self3

+ SellA 2
S

b

Sb

the whole of

Sb

1S effective, so revise as fo11ows:

I + 0,5(11" + hsa )/ ec
2 + 0,5(h,1
+ hb )/ ec

... (5.37a)

... (5.37b)

- if

SeiLS

+ Scff.1l 2

Sn

the whole of

Sn

1 + 0,5(17 b + hsb )/ ec
= sn 2,5 + 0,5(h b + h~b )j ec

is effective, so revise as follows:

... (5.38a)

... (5.38b)
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(7) For a single stiffener, or for the stiffener closer to the compression tlange in webs with two stiffeners, the
elastic critical buckling stress CTcT.sa should be determined using:

1,05 kr E

~ Is

t

3

Sl

S:2 ( Sl - S 2

in which

SI

is given by the following:

- for a single stiffener:
... (S.39b)

- for the stiffener closer to the compression flange, in webs with two stiffeners:
... (S.39c)

with:
... (S.39d)

where:
kr

is a coefficient that allows for partial rotational restraint of the stiffened web by the flanges;

Is

is the second moment of area of a stiffener cross-section comprisi ng the fold width Ssa and two
adjacent strips, each of width Self!, about its own centroidal axis parallel to the plane web
'""".,,'""'....,'. see figure 5.13. In calculating Is the possible difference in slope between the plane
web elements on either side of the stiffener may be nJ'>."YIJ'>f'rp'r1

s(

as defined in Figure 5.12.

(8) In the absence of a more detailed investigation, the rotational restraint coefficient kr may conservatively be
taken as equal to 1,0 corresponding to a pin-jointed condition.

Cross-section for
determining As

Cross-section for
determining Is

Figure 5.13: Web stiffeners for trapezoidal profiled sheeting

(9) For a single stiffener in compression, or for the stiffener closer to the compression tlange in webs with two
stiffeners, the reduced effective area
should be determined from:

Asa,red

-

]

_ (

%d ASH
.)/
ha + O,Sh sa lee

b

ut

... (SAO)
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(10) If the flanges are unstiffened, the reduction factor X d should be obtained directly from
method given in 5.5.3.1

£kr.sa

using the

(II) If the flanges are also stiffened, the reduction factor X d should be obtained using the method given in
5.5.3.1 (7), but with the modified elastic critical stress £kLIllOd given in 5.5.3.4.4.
(12) For a single stiffener in tensioll, the reduced effective area
( 13) For webs with
equal to

t\VO

stiffeners. the reduced effective area

should be taken as equal to A,a'
for the second stiffener, should be taken as

(14) In determining effective section properties, the reduced effective area

using a reduced thickness

freli

XLI f for all the elements induded in

should be represented by

A\:I'

The effective section properties of the stiffeners at serviceability limit states should be based on the design
thickness 1.

(I

(16) Optionally, the effective ~;ection pmperties may be refined iteratively by basing the location of the

effective centroidal axis on the effective cross-seclions of the webs determined by the previolls iteration and the
determined using the reduced thickness fred for all the elements inclllded
effective cros'I-sectiol1s of the
in the
sti ITcllcr areas ,A~. This iteration should be based on an increased basic effective width SerLO
obtained from:
E
il (J cOlll.l:d

... (5.4])

stiffeners

or
wilh intermediate
in the llanges and in the webs, see figure 5.14,
nteraction behveel1 the flexural buckling of the flange stiffeners and the web stiffeners
shouId be ailowcc! for
a modified elastic critical stress O"cr.l1lod for both types of stiffeners, obtained

(]) in the C.lse

from:
... (5.42)

vvhere:
is the elas[ic critical stress for an intermediate flange stiffener, see 5.5.3.4.2(2) for a flange w"ith

a

stiffener or

for ,;l flange with two stiffeners;

is the cLlstic critical stress for a
fll1ngein webs \vilh two
is the effective

vveb stiffener, or the stiffener closer to the compression
see 5.5.3.4.3(7);

area of an intermediate flange stiffener;

is the effecti ve cross-section area of an intermediate web stiffener;
=

for a profile in bending;
for a profile in axial compression.
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Yeff---

\

-Yeff

"\

,-_.I

Figure 5.14: Trapezoidal profiled sheeting with f1ange stiffeners and web stiffeners

5.6

Plate buckling between fasteners

(1) Plate buckling between fasteners should be checked for elements composed of plates and mechanical
fasteners, see Table 3.3 of EN 1993-1-8.

6

Ultimate limit states

6.1

Resistance of cross-sections

6.1.1 General
(1) Design assisted by testing may be used instead of design by calculation for any of these resistances.

NOTE: Design assisted by testing is particularly likely to be beneficial for cross-sections with relatively high b p / t
ratios, e.g. in relation to inelastic behaviour, web crippling or shear lag.
(2) For design by calculation, the effects of local buckling should be taken into account by using effecti ve
section properties determined as specified in Section
(3) The buckling resistance of members should be veIified as specified in Section 6.2.
(4) In members with cross-sections that m-e susceptible to cross-sectional dist0l1ion, account should be taken of
possible lateral buckling of compression flanges and lateral bending of flanges generally, see
and 10.1.
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6.1.2 Axial tension

(l) The design resistance of a cross-section for uniform tension NU<d should be determined from:
... (6.1)

but
where:
Ag

is the gross area of the cross-section;
is the net-section resistance from 8,4 for the appropriate type of mechanical fastener;
is the average yield strength, IE]) see 3.2.2 @J].

(2) The design resistance of an angle for uniform tension connected through one leg~ or other types of section
connected through outstands, should be determined as specified in IE]) EN 1993-1-8~ 3.10.3 @J].
6.1.3 Axial corrlpression

( I) The design resistance of a cross-section for compression
- if the effective area

Aefl

is less than the gross area

should be determined from:
(section with reduction due to local and/or

distortional buck] ing)
.,,(6.2)

if the effecti ve area

is equal to the gross area Ag (section with no reduction due to local or

distortional buckling)

(IYb + (lya

but not more than AgfyCl /

)4(1

... (6.3)

where
Acil

is the effective area of the cross-section, obtained from Section 5.5 by assuming a uniform
compressive stress equal to
is the average yield strength, see 3.2.2;
is the basic yield strength.;
Text deleted @J]

For plane elements Ac

~) and

For stiffened elements ~

Ad and

0,673, see

5.5.2~

0,65, see 5.5.3.

(2) The internal axial force in a member should be taken as acting at the centroid of its gross cross-section. This
is a conservative assumption, but may be used without further analysis. FUlther analysis may give a more
realistic situation of the internal forces for instance in case of uniformly building-up of normal force in the
compression element.
(3) The design compression resistance of a cross-section refers to the axial load acting at the centroid of its
effective cross-section. If this does 110t coincide with the centroid of its gross cross-section, the shift eN of the
centroidal axes (see figure 6.1) should be taken into account~ using the method given in 6.1.9. When the shift
of the neutral axis gives a favourable result in the stress check, then that shift should be neglected only if the
shift has been calculated at yield strength and not with the actual compressive stresses.
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Gross cross-section

Effective cross-section

Figure 6.1: Effective cross-section under compression

6.1.4 Bending moment

6.1.4.1

Elastic and elastic-plastic resistance with yielding at the compressed flange

(1) The design moment resistance of a cross-section for bending abollt one principal axis A1 e. ReI is determined
as follows (see figure 6.2):
- if the effective section modulus
M c.RtI =

is less than the gross elastic section modulus

WeI

... (6.4)

/ YMO

- if the effective section modulus Weff is equal to the gross elastic section modulus VVd
l11ax /

1eo»)/ YMO but not more than vVpl fYb /

... (6.S)

where
max

is the slenderness of the element which correspond to the largest value of Ae / AeO
For double supported plane elements ~

and

O,5+~O,25-0,055(3+V) where If/ is

the stress ratio, see 5.5.2;
For outstand e1ements

and

Xeo = 0,673 , see

Text deleted @j]

The resulting bending moment resistance as a function of a decisive element is illustrated in the figure 6.2.

Wpl

fyb

1------------..

Wei fyb

n
o

o

r

I

..,

J L
leo

Figure 6.2: Bending monlent resistance as a function of slenderness
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(2) Expression (6.5) is applicable provided that the following conditions are satisfied:
a) Bending moment is applied only about one principal axes of the cross-section;
b) The member is not subject to torsion or to torsional, torsional flexural or lateral-torsional or
distortional buckling;
c) The angle q) between the web (see figure 6.5) and the tlange is larger than 60 0 ,
ff (2) is not fulfilled the following expression may be used:
A1d~d =Wd

... (6.6)

/ YMO

(4) The effective section modulus Wefr should be based on an effective cross-section that is subject only to
bending moment about the relevant principal axis, with a maximum stress O'max.EcI equal to
/ %10, allowing
for the effects of local and distortional buckling as specified in Section 5.5. Where shear lag is relevant,
allowance should also be made for its effects.
(5) The stress ratio W= 01 / 0'1 used to determine the effective portions of the web may be obtained by using
the effective area of the compression flange but the gross area of the web, see figure 6.3.
(6) If yielding occurs first at the compression edge of the cross-section, unless the conditions given in 6.1.4.2
are met the value of Wefr should be based on a linear distribution of stress across the cross-section.
(7) For biaxial bending the following criterion may be used:

-M-y.Ed
- + -}vI
_z.Ed
.M c)'.RcI M cz.Rd

... (6.7)

where:
My.Ed

is the bending moment about the major main axis;

M z.Ed

is the bending moment about the minor main axis;

A1cy .RcI

is the resistance of the cross-section if subject only to moment about the main y - y

Mez. ReI

is the resistance of the cross-section if subject only to moment about the main z

b eff /2

r<->i

beff /2

[<4

b eff /2

[<4

sett,\r

b eff /2

R

-,

fyb /

z axis.

r M1

Figure 6.3: Effective cross-section for resistance to bending moments
(8) If redistribution of bending moments is assumed in the global analysis, it should be demonstrated from the
results of tests in accordance with Section 9 that the provisions given in 7.2 are satisfied.

6.1.4.2

Elastic and elastic-plastic resistance with yielding at the tension flange only

(I) Provided that bending moment is applied only about one principal axis of the cross-section, and provided
that yielding occurs first at the tension edge, plastic reserves in the tension zone may be utilised without any
strain limit until the maximum compressive stress OCom.Ed reaches fyh/ %c1O' In this clause only the bending case
is considered. For axial load and bending the clause 6.1.8 or 6.1.9 should be applied.

(2) In this case, the effective partially plastic section modulus
that is bilinear in the tension zone but linear in the compression zone.
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(3) In the absence of a more detailed analysis, the effective width
of an element subject to stress
may be obtained using 5.5.2 by basing be on the bilinear stress distribution (see figure 6.4),
assuming
lj/=-L

--cr

1
I

Figure 6.4: ~'leasure be for deternlination of effective width
(4) If redistribution of bending moments is assumed in the global analysis, it should be demonstrated frolll the
results of tests in accordance with Section 9 that the provisions given in 7.2 are satisfied.

6.1.4.3

Effects of shear lag

(l) The effects of shear

should be taken into account according to EN 1993-1-5.

6.1.5 Shear force
(I) The design shear resistance

should be determined from:

... (6.8)
where:

fbv is the shear strength considering buckling according to Table 6.1;
hw is the web height between the midlines of the flanges, see figure 5.1 (c);
tjJ

is the slope of the web relative to the flanges, see figure 6.5.

Table 6.1: Shear buckling strength .til\'
Relative web slenderness

4w

~

0,83

-

0,83 < 4w < 1,40

4w

~ 1,40

Web without stiffening at the support

Web with stiffening at the support

O,58f~b

O,S8f~'b

0,48fyb/ Aw

O,48fY
b/ 1 w

0,67iYb/

0,48fyb / A w

1)

I) Stiffening at the supp0I1, snch as cleats, alTanged to prevent distortion of the web and designed to resist the
support reaction.
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(2) The relative web slenderness

;L" should be obtained from the following:

- for webs without longitudinal stiffeners:

0.346
.

~.' JfybE

... (6.IOa)

1

- for webs with longitudinal stiffeners, see figure 6.5:

..1. w

0,346

,I: ~.~4 f;,

but

A."

0,346

S;,

t;'

... (6.IOb)

with:
1/

where:
I,

is the second moment of area of the individual longitudinal stiffener as defined in 5.5.3.4.3(7), about

the axis a - a as indicated in figure 6.5;
Sd

is the total developed slant height of the web, as indicated in figure 6.5;

Sp

is the slant height of the largest plane element in the web, see figure 6.5;

s\\,

is the slant height of the web, as shown in figure 6.5, between the midpoints of the corners, these

points are the median points of the corners, see figure 5.1 (c).

a

/

!
/

a

Figure 6.5: Longitudinally stiffened web

6.1.6 Torsional moment
(I) Where loads are appl1ed eccentric to the shear centre of the cross-section, the effects of torsion should be
taken into account.
(2) The centroidal axis and shear centre and imposed rotation centre to be used in determining the effects of
the torsional moment, should be taken as those of the gross cross-section.
(3) The direct stresses due to the axial force NEd and the bending moments M y.Ed and M z.Ed should be based
on the respective effective cross-sections used in 6.1.2 to 6.1.4. The shear stresses due to transverse shear
forces, the shear stress due to uniform (St. Venant) torsion and the direct stresses and shear stresses due to
warping, should all be based on the properties of the gross cross-section.
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(4) In cross-sections subject to torsion, the following conditions should be satisfied (average yield strength is
allowed here, see 3.2.2):
(Jtot.Ed

:s;
~

1

... (6.11 a)

1)3

f

YI'vIO

... (6.11 b)
~

1,1
... (6.11 c)

where:
(J,ot.Ed

is the design total direct stress, calculated on the relevant effective cross-section;

t'lOLEd

is the design total shear stress, calculated on the gross cross-section.

(5) The total direct stress

(JIOLEd

and the total shear stress

t'(ot.Ed

should by obtained from:

t'tOl.Ed

= (J N.Ed + (J My.Ed + (J Mr.. Ed + (J w.Ed
= t'Vy.EcI+ t'Vz.EcI+ t'LEd+

(JMy.Ed

is the design direct stress due to the bending moment M y.Ed (using effective cross-section);

(JMz.EcI

is the design direct stress due to the bending moment A1 z.Ed (using effective cross-section);

(J lot. Ed

... (6.12a)
... (6.12b)

where:

is the design direct stress due to the axial force

(using effective cross-section);

(Jw.Ed

is the design direct stress due to warping (using gross cross-section);

t'Vy.Ed

is the design shear stress due to the transverse shear force

t'Vz.EcI

is the design shear stress due to the transverse shear force Vz. EcI (using gross cross-section):

(using gross cross-section);

is the design shear stress due to uniform (St. Venant) torsion (using gross cross-section);
t' w.Ed

is the design shear stress due to warping (using gross cross-section).

6.1.7 Local transverse forces

6.1. 7.1

General

(1)P To avoid crushing, crippling or buckling in a web subject to a support reaction or other local transverse
force applied through the flange, the transverse force
shall satisfy:
FEd:S;

Rw.Rd

...

(6.13)

where:
Rw.Rd

is the local transverse resistance of the web.

(2) The local transverse resistance of a web

Rw.Rd

should be obtained as follows:

a) for an unstiffened web:
for a cross-section with a single web:

from 6.1.7.2;

- for any other case, including sheeting:

from 6.1.7.3;

b) for a stiffened web:

from 6.1.7.4.

(3) Where the local load or support reaction is applied through a cleat that is arranged to prevent distortion of
the web and is designed to resist the ]ocal transverse force, the local resistance of the web to the transverse
force need not be considered.
(4) In beams with I-shaped cross-sections built up from two channels, or with similar cross-sections in which
two components are interconnected through their webs, the connections between the webs should be located as
close as practicable to the flanges of the beam.
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6.1.7.2

Cross-sections with a single unstiffened web

(I ) For a cross-section with a single Llllstiffened web, see figure 6.6, the local transverse resistance of the web
may be determined as specified in (2), provided that the cross-section satisfies the following criteria:
h\\1 t

~

200

... (6.14a)

rlt

~

6

... (6.14b)

45°

~

¢

~

90°

... (6.14c)

where:

h\\'

is the web height between the midlines of the flanges;

r

is the internal radius of the corners;

¢

is the angle of the web relative to the flanges [degrees].

Rw,Rd

RW,Rd

RW,Rd

Rw,Rd

Rw,Rd

2R w,Rd

Figure 6.6: Examples of cross-sections with a single web

(2) For cross-sections that satisfy the criteria specified in (1), the local transverse resistance of a web

may be determined as shown if figure 6.7.
(3) The values of the coefficients kl to ks should be determined as follows:

k] = I

- 0,33 k

k]=1,150J5rlt
k')

butk2?:.O,50and

0,7 + 0,3 (~, 190)2

k4 = 1,22 - 0,22 k
ks

1,06 - 0,06 rlt

but k5

where:

k =f;'b/228
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a) For a single local load or support reaction
1) c ::s; 1,5 hw clear from a

end:

for a cross-section with stiffened flanges:

kI
(6.1
Y!\'II

for a cross-section with unstiffened flanges:
if

,)'jt ::s;

60:

+ 0,0 I
Rw.Rd

s
S

t

fyb

=- - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -

(6.ISb)

Y)'Vll

- if sJt > 60:

1+ 0,015

s
s

t

!

f'

-. yb

(6.ISc)

YMI

i1)

clear from a free end:
if

c-1

::s; 60:

R w. Rd = ----=------==-------.:.=---

(6.15d)

Y~vll

- if sJt > 60:

s
+0.011 s
.
t
(6.1

Figure 6.7a): Local loads and supports - cross-sections with a single web
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b) For two opposing local transverse forces closer together than I,S hw :
i) c

~

I,S hw clear from a free end:

kI
Rw.Rd

+ 0,0 1

64

s

~

t

(6.1

= ---=-----==-----=--rl\11

ii) c > 1,S

clear from a free end:

+ 0,001

k

- c -....,

Rw.Rd = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(6.1Sg)

rMI

Figure 6.7b): Local loads and supports -

cross-sections with a single web

(4) Tf the web rotation is prevented either by suitable restraint or because of the section geometry (e.g. I-beams,
see fourth and fifth from the left in the figure 6.6) then the local transverse resistance of a web Rw,Rd may be
determined as follows:
a)

for a single load or support reaction
i) c < I ,S hw (near or at free end)

for a cross-section of stiffened and unstiffened flanges

k7l8,8 + 1'1~}

fyb

Rw.Rd = - = - - - - - - - = - - -

... (6.16a)

rMI

ii) c> I ,S h\\ (far from free end)
for a cross-section of stiffened and unstiffened flanges

3,2+
... (6.16b)
rl\11

b) for opposite loads or reactions
i) c < 1,S hw (near or at free end)
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for a cross-section of stiffened and unstiffened flanges

+
R\\i.Rd

=- - - = - - - - - - = - - - - -

... (6. 16c)

Yrvll

ii) c> 1,5 hI'.' (loads or reactions far from free end)
for a cross-section of stiffened and unstiffened flanges

+

R w,ReI = -----==----------'=----

... (6.16d)

Yrvll

Where the values of coefficients k 5 to kll should be determined as follows:
k~

but ks ~ 0,6

1,49 - 0,53 k

k6= 0,88 0,12 t 11,9
~ k8

k9

1I k

k7 = 1,20

if~'slt<150;

1+hw/(tx750)

k7

if

Ss

I t < 66,5 ;

ks

if S, It> 150 @J]

(1, I 0 - hw l(t x 665)) 1 k if s, I t

66,5

= 0,82 + 0,15 t 1],9

k 10
kll

(0,98 - hw l(t x 865)) 1 k @il

=0,64 + 0,31

tll,9

where:

k=
Ss

[with

228

is the nominal length of stiff bearing.

In the case of two equal and opposite local transverse forces distributed over unequal bearing lengths, the
smaller value of s, should be used.

6.1.7.3

Cross-sections with two or more unstiffened webs

(1) In cross-sections with two or more webs, including sheeting, see figure 6.8, the local transverse resistance
of an unstiffened web should be determined as specified in (2), provided that both of the following conditions
are satisfied:
the clear distance c from the beating length for the support reaction or local load to a free end, see
figure 6.9, is at least 40 mm;
the cross-section satisfies the following criteria:

rlt

:::;

10

... (6. 17 a)

:::;

200 sin cjJ

... (6.17b)

:::;

cjJ

:::;

90°

... (6.17c)

where:

hw

is the web height between the midlines of the flanges;

r

is the internal radius of the corners;

cjJ

is the angle of the web relative to the flanges [degrees).
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nt f

Rw,Rd

l=J

Rw,Rd

Figure 6.8: Examples of cross-sections with

h\7O

or more webs

(2) Where both of the conditions specified in (I) are satisfied, the local transverse resistance
the cross-section should be determined from

at l

~

fYb

E

(1 -O,INt )l0,5+ ~ 0,021 a

It J(2,4 + (¢190

)lrM,

Rw.Rd

per web of

... (6.18)

where:

la

is the effective bearing length for the relevant category, see (3);

a

is the coefficient for the relevant category, see

(3) The values of la and a should be obtained from (4) and
respectively. The maximum
value for
la = 200 mm. When the support is a cold-formed section with one web or round tube, for Ss should be taken a
value of ] 111m. The relevant category (lor 2) should be based on the clear distance e between the local load
and the nearest support, or the clear distance c from the support reaction or local load to a free end, see figure
6.9.

°

(4) T'he value of the effective bearing length la should be obtained from the following:
a) for Category 1 :

la

10mm

... (6.19a)

b) for Category 2:

- /3v

::;

In

Ss

... (6.19b)

- flv

~

la

10 mm

'" (6.1

- 0,2

<

flv

0,3: Interpolate linearly between the values of la for 0,2 and 0,3

<

with:

and IVEd .21 are the absolute values of the transverse shear
in which I
or support reaction, and WEd. I I ~
and Ss is the length of stiff bearing.
(5) The value of the coefficent

a

on each side of the local load

should be obtained from the following:

a) for Category 1:
-

for sheeting profiles:

a

for liner trays and hat sections:

a

0,075

... (6.20a)

0,057

... (6.20b)

a

0,15

... (6.20c)

a

0,115

... (6.20d)

=

b) for Category 2:

- for sheeting profiles:
for liner trays and hat sections:
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Category 1
local load applied with e ::; 1,5 hw clear from the nearest support;

Category I
local load applied with c ::; 1,5 hw clear from a free end;

Category]
- reaction at end support with c ::; 1,5 hI\' clear from a free end.

~
~

Category 2
- local load applied with e > 1,5 Izw clear from the nearest support;

e

}w
Category 2

~

- local load applied with c > 1,5 hw clear from a free end;

}w

C

Category 2

}w

C

reaction at end suppo11 with c > 1,5 hw clear from a free end;

~
Category 2

}w

reaction at internal support.

A
Figure 6.9: Local loads and supports -categories of cross-sections with two or Inore webs
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6.1.7.4

Stiffened webs

(I) The local transverse resistance of a stiffened web may be determined as specified in (2) for cross-sections
with longitudinal web stiffeners folded in sLlch a way that the two folds in the web are on opposite sides of the
system line of the web joining the points of intersection of the midline of the web with the midlines of the
flanges, see figure 6.10, that satisfy the condition:
... (6.21)

<12

2<
where:
elll;t,X

is the larger eccentricity of the folds relative to the system line of the web.

(2) For cross-sections with stiffened webs satisfying the conditions specified in (I), the local transverse
resistance of a stiffened web may be determined by multiplying the corresponding value for a similar
unstiffened web, obtained from 6.1.7.2 or 6.1.7.3 as appropliate, by the factor T(l.'> given by:
... (6.22)
where:
bd

is the developed width of the loaded flange, see figure 6.] 0;

eillill

is the smaller eccentricity of the folds relative to the system line of the web:

sp

is the slant height of the plane web element nearest to the loaded flange, see figure 6.10.

-~

sp\

:t

Figure 6.10: Stiffened webs

6.1.8 Combined tension and bending

(I) Cross-sections subject to combined axial tension
satisfy the criterion:

+

NEd

and bending moments

My,Ed

and

M z.Ed

should

+ ----::;
M cz..Rd,ten

... (6.23)

where:
NI. Rd

is the design resistance of a cross-section for uniform tension (6.1.2);

Mcy ,Rd.lell is the design moment resistance of a cross-section for maximum tensile stress if subject only
to moment about the y - y axis (6.1.4)~
A1c/,RdJCIl is the design moment resistance of a cross-section for maximum tensile stress if subject only

to moment about the z z axis (6.1 A).
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(2) If Mcy.Rd.colll :S
or MczRd.colll :S
(where Mcy.RJ.colll and N!cz.Rd.coll1 are the moment
resistances for the maximum compressive stress in a cross-section that is subject only to moment about the
relevant axis), the following criterion should also be satisfied:
M

A1

+

M cy.ReI.com

LEd

1

NEd::;

N LRd

!vI cz.Rd.com

... (6.24)

6.1.9 Combined compression and bending
should

(1) Cross-sections subject to combined axial compression NEd and bending moments /Vl y.Ed and

satisfy the criterion:
NEd

+

IV

+

NeRd

(3) If ~

is as defined in 6.1

and

eNz

::;

and

NJcy.Rd.eolll

LlMz.Ed

Mez.Rd.com

are as defined in 6.1.8.

due to shifts of the centroidal axes should be taken as:

are the shifts of y-y and z-z centroidal axis due to axial forces, see 6.1.3(3),
@ilor

NJey.Rd.lCIl :S

M

+

M cy.Rd.tcll

A1

z.Ed

+ ~M

:S Mcz.Rd.colll
z.Ed

M l"z.Rd.tcll

the following criterion should also be satisfied:

NEd::; 1
NeRd

... (6.26)

are as defined in 6.1.8.

in which MC)"Rd.lt'Il'

6.1.10

z.Ed

... (6.25)

(2) The additional moments LlA1y.Ed and

in which

+ ~M

z.Ed

M cy. Rd.cOIl)

NeRd

in which

M

Combined shear force, axial force and bending moment

(I) For cross-sections subject to the combined action of an axial force
a bending moment Nlcd and a
no reduction due to shear force need not be done provided that VI~d:S 0,5 V w.Rd . If the shear
shear force
force is larger than half of the shear force resistance then following equations should be satisfied:
+(1

N Rd

M rRd

... (6.27)

where:

NRd

is the design resistance of a cross-section for uniform tension or compression given in 6. 1.2 or
6.1

Nly. Rd

is the design moment resistance of the cross-section given in 6.1

Vw.Rd

is the design shear resistance of the web given in 6.1.S( 1);

MfRd

is the moment of resistance of a cross-section consisting of the effective area of flanges only,
See EN 1993-1
is the plastic moment of resistance of the cross-section, see EN 1993-1-5.

For members and sheeting with more than one web Vw.RcI is the sum of the resistances of the webs. See also
EN 1993-1-5.
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Combined bending moment and local load or support reaction
6.1.11
(I) Cross-sections subject to the combined action of a bending moment A4 Ed and a transverse force due to a
local load or support reaction FEd should satisfy the following:
... (6.28a)

MEt,/ McRd
F Ed /

... (6.28b)

S

M Ed +
A4 L.Rd R w.ReI

s

I

... (6.28c)

where:
Mc. Rd

is the moment resistance of the cross-section given in 6.1.4.1 (I);

RIV.Rd

is the appropriate value of the local transverse resistance of the web from 6.1.7.

In equation (6.28c) the bending moment MEd may be calculated at the edge of the support. For members and
sheeting with more than one web, Rw.Rdis the sum of the local transverse resistances of the individual webs.

6.2

Buckling resistance

6.2.1 General
( I) In members with cross-sections that are susceptible to cross-sectional distortion, account should be taken of
possible lateral buckling of compression flanges and lateral bending of flanges generally.
(2) The effects of local and distortional buckling should be taken into account as specified in Section 5.5.

6.2.2 Flexural buckling
(1) The design buckling resistance Nb,Rd for flexural buckling should be obtained from EN 1993-1-1 using the
appropriate buckling curve from table 6.3 according to the type of cross-section, axis of buckling and yield
strength used, see (3).
(2) The buckling curve for a cross-section not included in table 6.3 may be obtained by analogy.
(3) The buckling resistance of a closed built-up cross-section should be determined using either:
- buckl ing curve b in association with the basic yield strength
member is made by cold forming;

/yb

of the flat sheet material out of which the

- buckl ing curve c in association with the average yield strength
determined as specified in
provided that Aeff = A g•

of the member after cold forming,

6.2.3 Torsional buckling and torsional-flexural buckling
(1) For members with point-symmetric open cross-sections
Z-purlin with equal flanges), account should
be taken of the possibility that the resistance of the member to torsional buckling might be less than its
resistance to flexural buckling.

(2) For members with mono-symmetric open cross-sections, see figure 6.12, account should be taken of the
possibility that the resistance of the member to torsional-flexural buckling might be less than its resistance to
flexural buckling.
(3) For members with non-symmetric open cross-sections, account should be taken of the possibility that the
resistance of the member to either torsional or torsional-flexural buckling might be less than its resistance to
flexural buckling.
(4) The design buckling resistance
for torsional or torsional-flexural buckling should be obtained from
EN 1993-1-1,6.3.1.1 using the relevant buckling curve for buckling about the z-z axis obtained from table 6.3 .
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Table 6.3: Appropriate buckling curve for various types of cross-section

Type of cross-section

Buckling
about axis

Buckling
curve

if

is used

Any

b

if

is used')

Any

c

y-y

a

z-z

b

Any

b

Any

c

I

-

W
I,

I

--1-,

- -- '- -

-,1;-

I

m
1

£.

i

I

,_._jE--y

~

y------

]

~

[

-

~

~

I
..

_. I-

rf1

~

I

/
1'-

'- "

_ .. -

/

I

l,L

J

I

I

-

4- i- -[I

I

1

'- -I

;
;

or other
cross-section

--"--~-....

~
I
") The average yield strength

should not be used unless

= Ag
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i----I
I

Figure 6.12: MonosYlnmetric cross-sections susceptible to torsional-flexural buckling

(5) 'fhe elastic critical force N
from:

cr.T

for torsional buckling of simply supported beam should be determined

NCLT

... (6.33a)
with:

... (6.33b)
where:
G

is the shear modulus;

I,

is the torsion constant of the gross cross-section;

Iw

is the warping constant of the gross cross-section;

ly

is the radius of gyration of the gross cross-section about the y y

;z

is the radius of gyration of the gross cross-section about the z

rr

is the buckling length of the member for torsional buckling;

Yo, Zu
~

z axis;

are the shear centre co-ordinates with respect to the centroid of the gross cross-section.

(6) For doubly symmetric cross-sections (e.g. Yo =
from:

20

= 0), the elastic critical force Ncr should be determined

... (6.34)

where
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(7) For cross-sections that are symmetrical about the y y aXIS
torsional-flexural buckling should be determined from:
Ncr,y

2/3

.(.0

0), the elastic critical force

for

NeLT

1+---

NcLy

... (6.35)

with:

f3
~

Equation (6.35) is valid only if the torsional and tlexural buckling lengths are equal /,

/ T'

(8) The buckling length lr for torsional or torsional-flexural buckling should be determined taking into
account the degree of torsional and warping restraint at each end of the system length Dr.
(9) For practical connections at each end, the value of

{tl LT

may be taken as follows:

- 1,0 for connections that provide partial restraint against torsion and warping, see figure 6.13(a);
- 0,7 for connections that provide significant restraint against torsion and warping, see figure 6.13(b).

Column to be considered
a) connections capable of giving partial torsional and warping restraint

Hollow sections
or sections with
bolts passing
through two
webs per
member

Web

~--tr-.JiIIII'i

Column to be considered
b) connections capable of giving significant torsional and warping restraint

Figure 6.13: Torsional and warping restraint fronl practical connections
6.2.4 Lateral-torsional buckling of members subject to bending
(I) The design buckling resistance moment of a member that is susceptible to lateral-torsional buckling should
be determined according to EN 1993-1-1, section 6.3.2.2 using the lateral buckling curve b.
(2) This method should not be used for the sections that have a significant angle between the principal axes of
the effective cross-section, compared to those of the gross cross-section.

6.2.5 Bending and axial compression
(I) The interaction between axial force and bending moment may be obtained from a second-order analysis of
the member as specified in EN 1993-1-1, based on the properties of the effective cross-section obtained from
Section 5.5. See also 5.3.
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(2) As an alternative the interaction formula IEJ) (6.36) @j] may be used

+

~

... (6.36)

l.0

where Nb. Rd is the design buckling resistance of a compression member according to 6.2.2 (tlexural, torsional
or torsional-flexural buckling) and MIl .Rd is the design bending moment resistance according to 6.2.4 and MEd
includes the effects of shift of neutral
if relevant.

6.3

Bending and axial tension

( I ) The interaction equations for compressive force in 6.2.5 are applicable.

7

Serviceability limit states

7.1

General

(]) The rules for serviceability limit states given in Section 7 of EN 1993-1 I should also be applied to coldformed members and sheeting.
(2) The properties of the effective cross-section for serviceability limit states obtained from Section 5.1 should
be used in all serviceability limit state calculations for cold-formed members and sheeting.
(3) The second moment of area may be calculated alternatively by interpolation of gross cross-section and
effective cross-section using the expression
... (7.1)

where
is

second moment of area of the gross cross-section;

Dgr is

maximum compressive bending stress in the serviceability limit state, based on the gross crosssection (positive in formula);

I( 0J,jT

is the second moment of area of the effective cross-section with allowance for local buckling
calculated for a maximum stress (J':::: (J'gn in which the maximum stress is the largest absolute
value of stresses within the calculation length considered.

(4) The effective second moment of area len (or he) may be taken as variable along the span. Alternatively a
uniform value may be used, based on the maximum absolute span moment due to serviceability loading.

7.2

Plastic deformation

(1) In case of plastic global analysis the combination of support moment and support reaction at an internal

support should not exceed 0,9 times the combined design resistance, determined using

Jh~er'

see section 2(5).

(2) The combined design resistance may be determined from 6.1.1 I, but using the effective cross-section for
serviceability limit states and n1.ser'

7.3

Deflections

(1) The deflections may be calculated assuming elastic behaviour.
(2) The influence of slip in the connections (for example in the case of continuous beam systems with sleeves
and overlaps) should be considered in the calculation of deflections, forces and moments.
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8

Design of joints

8.1

General

(I) For design assumptions and requirements of joints see EN 1993-1-8.

(2) The following rules apply to core thickness

8.2

tcor

:s; 4 mm. not covered

E~

1993-1-8.

Splices and end connections of members subject to compression

(1) Splices and end connections in members that are subject to compression, shou ld either have at least the

same resistance as the cross-section of the member, or be designed to resist an additional bending moment due
and the
to the second-order effects within the member, in addition to the internal compressive force
internal moments Ivl y.EJ and
obtained frolll the global analysis.
(2) In the absence of a second-order analysis of the member, this additional moment .dlV/[d should be taken as
acting about the cross-sectional axis that gives the smallest value of the reduction factor X for flexural
buckling, see [§) 6.2.2( I)
, with a value determined from:
~Ed =

1 I

'1I WefT
-

X

J

-

.

Sin

Aeff

J[{(

{

... (8.1 a)

where:

{(

is

the effective area of the cross-section;

IS

the distance from the splice or end connection to the nearer point of contraflexure;

IS

the buckling length of the member between points of contraflexure, for buckling about the
relevant

is

We iT

the section modulus of the effective cross-section for bending about the relevant axis.

Splices and end connections should be designed to resist an additional internal shear force

~V

Ed

I - I ) ::;;

... (8.1 b)

(3) Splices and end connections should be designed in sLlch a way that load may be transmitted to the effective
portions of the cross-section.
(4) If the constructional details at the ends of a member are such that the line of action of the internal axial
force cannot be clearly identified, a suitable eccentricity should be assumed and the resulting moments should
be taken into account in the design of the member, the end connections and the splice, if there is one.

8.3

Connections with mechanical fasteners

(1) Connections with mechanical fasteners should be compact in shape. The positions of the fasteners should
be arranged to provide sufficient room for satisfactory assembly and maintenance.
NOTE: More information see Part 1-8 of EN 1993.

(2) The shear forces on individual mechanical fasteners in a connection may be assllmed to be equal, provided
that:
- the fasteners have sufficient ductility;
shear is not the critical failure mode.
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(3) For design by calculation the resistances of mechanical fasteners subject to predominantly static loads
should be determined from:
table 8.1 for blind rivets;
table 8.2 for self-tapping screws;
table 8.3 for cartrldge flred plllS;

- table 8.4 for bolts.
NOTE: For determining the design resistance or mechanical fasteners by

see 9(4).

(4) In tables 8.1 to 8.4 the meanings of the symbols shou Id be taken as follows:
A

the gross cross-sectional area of a fastener;
the tensile stress area of a fastener;

A llel

the net cross-sectional area of the connected part;

flu

the reduction factor for long joints according to EN J 993-1

d

the nominal diameter of the fastener;

do

the nominal diameter of the hole;

dw

the diameter of the washer or the head of the fastener;

e]

the end distance from the centre of the fastener to the adjacent end of the connected part, in
the direction of load transfer, see figure 8.1 ;

e2

the
distance from the centre of the fastener to the adjacent
of the connected part,
in the direction perpendicular to the direction of load transfer, see figure 8.1 ;

/:Ih

the ultimate tensile strength of the fastener material;

.1:1. Slip

the ultimate tensile strength of the supporting member into which a screw is fixed;

n

the number of sheets that are fixed to the supporting member by the same screw or pin;

fir

the number of mechanical fasteners in one connection;

PI

the spacing centre-to-centre of fasteners in the direction of load transfer, see figure 8.1 ;

P2

the spacing centre-to-centre of fasteners in the direction perpendicular to the direction of
load transfer, see figure 8.1 ;
the thickness of the thinner connected part or sheet;
the thickness of the thicker connected pal1 or sheet;
the thickness of the Supp0l1ing member into which a screw or a pin is fixed.

(5) The partial factor }ivl for calculating the design resistances of mechanical fasteners should be taken as }iv12:
NOTE: The value
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P1
!

!

!

I

I

I

--~--- ------~-------~-~--

...

Oi rection of

....
load transfer

i

i

I

I.

,

do

~!

'1.

---$----- ----$------------@----

Figure 8.1: End distance, edge distance and spacings for fasteners and spot welds
(6) If the pull-out resistance F o .RcI of a fastener is smaller than its pull-through resistance
deformation capacity should be determined from tests.

F p. Rd

the

in tables 8.2 and 8.3 for self-tapping screws and cartridge fired pins
(7) The pull-through resistances
If attachment is at a
should be reduced if the fasteners are not located centrally in the troughs of the
quarter point, the design resistance should be reduced to 0,9Fp.Rd and if there are fasteners at both quarter
points, the resistance should be taken as 0,7 F p•Rd per fastener, see figure 8.2.

r: 1

+

O,9Fp,Rd

\*:t l
O,7Fp,Rd

+'+

O,7Fp ,Rd

Figure 8.2: Reduction of pull through resistance due to the position of fasteners
(8) For a fastener loaded in combined shear and tension, provided that both FU<.d and
are determined by
calculation on the basis of tables 8.1 to 8.4, the resistance of the fastener to combined shear and tension may be
verified using:
FLEd

------+------~

min(Fp,RcI' F o •Rd )

min(Fb . Rd , F n.Rd )

... (8.2)

(9) The gross section distortion may be neglected if the design resistance is obtained from tables 8.1 to 8.4,
provided that the fastening is through a flange not more than 150 mm wide.
(10) The diameter of holes for screws should be in accordance with the manufacturer's guiciel1nes. These
guidelines should be based on following criteria:
the applied torque should be just higher than the threading torque;
- the applied torque should be lower than the thread stripping torque or head-shearing torque:
- the threading torque should be smaller than 2/3 of the head-shearing torque.
(11) For long joints a reduction factor flu should be taken into account according to EN 1993-1-8, 3.8.
(12) The design rules for blind rivets are valid only if the diameter of the hole is not more than 0, I mm larger
than the diameter of the rivet.
(13) For the bolts M12 and M14 with the hole diameters 2 mm
made to EN 1993-1-8.

than the bolt diameter, reference is
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Table 8.1: Design resistances for blind rivets

1)

Rivets loaded .in shear:

In which a is given by the following:
if

tl

S;

2,1

a= 2,1

t:

if t <

a

but

a=3,6!fid

I

<

obtai 11

I:

a by linear interpolation.

Net-section resistance:

Shear resistance
Conditions:

4)

F",Rd

to be determined by testing ':"land

F,.Rd 2 1,2

/ (nr j3u)

or

F v. Rd
2

=

F v. Rk

/

1,2 F n.Rd

Rivets loaded in tension:
Pull-throm:h resistance: Pull-through resistance

to be determined by testing

I)

Not relevant for rivets.
Tension resistance

Tension resi stance:

Ft.Rd

to be determined by testing

",I)

Conditions:

Range of validity:
CI 2 1,5d

PI 2 3d

C2 2 1,5d

P2 2 3d

f;l~
I)

3)

2,6 mm

S;

d S; 6,4 mm

550 Nflnm2

In this table it is assumed that the thinnest sheet is next to the preformed head of the blind rivet.
Blind rivets are not usually used in tension.

Blind rivets may be used beyond this range of validity if the resistance is determined from the results of
tests.

3)

The required conditions should be fulfilled when deformation capacity of the connection is needed. When
these conditions are not fulfilled there should be proved that the needed deformation capacity will be
provided by other parts of the structure.
4)

NOTE:",I) The National Annex may give further information on shear resistance of blind rivets loaded in shear and
pull-through resistance and tension resistance of blind rivets loaded in tension.
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Table 8 2 Design resistances for self-tappmg screws

I)

Screws loaded in shear:

=

Bean ng resistance

In \\/hich a is given by the following:
- if t

=

a= 3,2

tl:

if

tl

2: 2,5 t and t < LO mm: a = 3,2 {tid

- if

tJ

2: 2.5 t and t

- if

t

<

tl

~Ul

cl

,:

IS

4)

F'v.Ro

a

but

a ::;2,1

2.1

obtain a by linear interpolation.

Shear resistance

;?:

but

,0 mm: a= 2.1

< 2,5 t:

Shear resH!~""r'-'I""''''''

r'.

Jtid

1,2 F b.Rd

F,.RJ

to be determined by testing

or

;?:

:,,2)

1,2 F n.Rd

Screws loaded in tension:
Pull-through resistance:

2)

- for static loads:
- for screws subject to wind loads and combination of wind loads and static loads: F p.Rd
Pull-out resistance: If

/ s < 1:

If

/s2: 1:

(s is the thread pitch)

Tension resistance: Tension resistance
Conditions:

4)

Ft.Rd

Range of validity:
Generally:

;?:

I

FI.Rd

to be determined by testing

:,,2).

or

F p.Rd

3)

3,0 mm S d

PI ;?: 3d

P2

For tensIon

0,5 d\\" 1./:1 / 1M2

;?:

0,5 mm S t S 1,5 mm

s

8,0 mm

3d

and

tl ;?:

0.9 mm

In this table it is assumed that the thinnest sheet is next to the head of the screw.
These values assume that the washer has sufficient rigidity to prevent it from being deformed appreciably
or pulled over the head of the fastener.
3) Self-tapping screws may be used beyond this range of validity if the resistance is determined from the
results of tests.
4) The required conditions should be fulfilled when deformation capacity of the connection is needed. When
these conditions are not fulfilled there should be proved that the needed deformation capacity will be
provided by other parts of the structure.
J)

NOTE:*l) The National Annex may give further informal.ion on shear resistance of self-tapping ~ screws loaded in
shear and tension resistance of self-tapping screws @illoaded in lension.
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Table 8.3: Design resistances for cartridge fired pins
Pins loaded in shear:

d f I ~12

F n.Rd
Shear resistance:

Aile!.!:, I

Shear resistance F v . Rd to be determined by testing

=

F v . Rk I

Conditions:

Pins 10aded in tension:
I)

=

- for static loads:

- for winclloads_and combination of wind loads and static loads:
Pull-out resistance:
to be determined by testing

Pull-out resistance

Tension resistance
Conditions:
I~ange

FI.I<'d

;;,3)

to be determined by testing
or

3)

of vaHdit)":

Generally:

mm S d S 6,0 mm

e1 ~ 4,5d
e2 ~ 4,5d

PI

~

d

/J2

~

4,5d

for d

= 3,7 mm:

~

4,0 mm

for d

4,5 mm:

tsup ~

6,0 mm

mm:

t~lIP ~

8,0 mm

for d =

f:J s 550 N/mnl
0,5 mm S

f

S 1,5mm

t slIp ~

6,0 mm

These values assume that the washer has sufficient rigidity to prevent it from being deformed appreciably
or pulled over the head of the fastener.
I)

Cartridge fired pins may be used beyond this range of validity if the resistance is determined from the
results of tests.
3) The required conditions should be fulfilled when deformation capacity of the connection is needed. When
these conditions are not fulfilled there should be proved that the needed deformation capacity wiIJ be
provided by other parts of the structure.

NOTE:::::;j The National Annex may give further information on shear resistance of cartrige fired pins loaded in shear
and pull-out resistance and tension resistance of cartridge fired pins loaded in tensjol1.
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Table 8.4: Design resistances for bolts
Bolts loaded in shear:
BeaJinQ: resistance:

Fh.Rd

=

2,5ah k[ fll d t I

with at) is the smallest of 1,0 or el I (3d) and

+I

t< 1,25 mm; kl = 1,0 for t> I

(0,8 t

kt

F n. Rd

=

12,5 for 0,75 mm

( I + 3 r(

I u - 0,3) ) Aned'lI l

)i12

mm

but

with:

=

r

[number of bolts at the cross-section] I [total number of bolts in the connection]
but

1I

II

::;

/h

for strength grades 4.6, 5.6 and 8.8:

0,6 fub A~ I

F v.Rd

/tv12

- for strength grades 4.8, 5.8, 6.8 and 10.9:

=

Fv~Rd

Conditions:

3)

;::::

I ,2 L F h.Rd

or

L Fv.Rd

;::::

1,2 F n.Rd

Bolts loaded in tension:
Pull-through resistance: Pull-through resistance

to be determined by testing

Not relevant for bolts.

Conditions:

3)

Range of validity:

I)

lEi> 0, 75 111111 ::; t < 3 111m@ilMinimum bolt size:
Strength grades:

1\16

4.6 - ] 0.9

fu ~ 550 N/mm 2
\) Bolts may be used beyond this range of validity if the resistance is determined from the results of tests.
For thickness larger than or equal to 3 ml11 the rules for bolts in EN 1993-1-8 should be used.
3) The required conditions should be fulfilled when deformation capacity of the connection is needed. When
these conditions are not fulfilled there should be proved that the needed deformation capacity will be
provided by other parts of the structure.

NOTE:"'.:J-) The National Annex may give further information on pull-through resistance of bolts loaded in tension.
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Spot welds

8.4

(I) Spot welds may be used with as-rolled or galvanized parent material up to 4,0 mm thick, provided that the
thinner connected part is not more than 3,0 mm thick.
(2) Spot welds may be either resistance welded or fusion welded.

The design resistance

of a spot weld loaded in shear should be determined using table 8.5.

Tn table 8.5 the meanings of the symbols should be taken as follows:

11\1'

tl

IS

the net cross-sectional area of the connected part;

is

the number of spot welds in one connection;

is

the thickness of the thinner connected pmt or sheet [mm];

is

the thickness of the thicker connected part or sheet [mm];

and the end and edge distances
(5) The pclltial factor

el

and

and the

el

PI and Pi. are as defined in 8.3(5).

iii for calculating the design resistances of spot welds should be taken as lin.

NOTE: The National Annex may chose the value of XI2. The value

)i12

= 1,25 is recommended.

Table 8.5: Design resistances for spot welds
Spot welds loaded in shear:

[with t in mm]
jf tl

> 2,5 t:
but

F tb . Rd

J[(/2,'
-

FV,Rd

4

~ 0,7 d.,

I

I

s

or

F".Rd

;;::

1,25 F e.Rd

or E

;;::

1,25 F n. Rd

Range of validity:
2d;

~

e]

e2

~

4ds

~

6ds

3 ds ~

PI

~

8ds

~

Jh

~

6d,

3 d;

(6) The interface diameter ds of a spot weld should he determined from the following:
- for fusion weldi ng: d s
for resistance welding:
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... (8.3b)
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[with t in mm]
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(7) The value of

d s actually produced by the welding procedure should be verified by shear tests in
accordance with Section 9,
single-lap test specimens as shown in
8.3. The thickness t of the
specimen should be the same as that used in practice.

+

-

~

It
Fusion weld

Resistance weld

Figure 8.3: Test specimen for shear tests of spot welds

8.5

Lap welds

8.5.1 General
(I) This clause 8.5 should be used for the design of arc-welded lap welds where the parent material is 4,0 mm

thick or less. For thicker parent material, lap welds should be designed using EN 1993-1-8.
(2) The weld size should be chosen such that the resistance of the connection is governed by the thickness of

the connected pm1 or sheet~ rather than the weld.
(3) The requirement in (2) may be assumed to be satisfied if the throat size of the weld is at least equal to the
thickness of the connected part or
(4) The partial factor %1 for calculating the design resistances of lap welds should be taken as
NOTE: The National Annex may

a choice of

A12.

The value

1\12

],25 is recommended.

8.5.2 Fillet welds
(l) The design resistance F w.Rd of a fillet-welded connection should be determined from the following:

for a side fillet that is one of a pair of side fillets:
... (8.4a)
... (8.4b)

if L w.s > b
- for an end fillet:
(I

0,3 Lw,e / b )fu / %12

[for one weld and if

b]

... (8.4c)

where:
b

1S

the width of the connected pm1 or sheet, see

L w .c

is

the effective length of the end fillet weld, see figure 8.4;

L w ..,

IS

the effective length of a side fillet weld, see figure 8.4.

8.4:
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,
1-<

L W,s

~I

I
,~

b
,~

I
I
I
I
I

]Lw.e

Figure 8.4: Fillet welded lap connection

(2) If a combination of end fillets and side fillets is Llsed in the same connection, its total resistance should be
taken as equal to the sum of the resistances of the end fillets and the side fillets. The position of the centroid
and realistic assumption of the distribution of forces should be taken into account.
(3) The effective length Lw of a fillet weld should be taken as the overall length of the full-size fillet,
including end returns. Provided that the weld is full size throughout this length, no reduction in effective length
need be made for either the start or termination of the weld.
(4) Fillet welds with effective lengths less than 8 times the thickness of the thinner connected part should not
be designed to transmit any forces.

8.5.3 Arc spot welds
(1) Arc spot welds should not be designed to transmit any forces other than in shear.
(2) Arc spot welds should not be used through connected parts or sheets with a total thickness I: t of more
than 4 mm.

(3) Arc spot welds should have an interface diameter d, of not less than 10 mm.
(4) If the connected part or sheet is less than 0,7 mm thick, a weld washer should be used, see figure 8.5.
(5) Arc spot welds should have adequate end and
(i)

distances as given in the following:

The minimulll distance llleasured parallel to the direction of force transfer, from the centreline of an arc
spot weld to the nearest edge of an adjacent weld or to the end of the connected part towards which the
force is directed, should not be less than the value of emin given by the following:
if .1;1

< 1,15

F w. Rd

e mill =2,1.

t.lll / Yl\12

~
~

(ii) The minimum distance from the centreline of a circular arc spot weld to the end or edge of the connected
is the visible diameter of the arc spot weld.
sheet should not be less than I,Sd\\' where
(iil) The minimum clear distance between an elongated arc spot weld and the end of the sheet and between the
of the sheet should not be less than 1,0 d w•
weld and the
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Connected
part
or sheet

Weld washer

member

Figure 8.5: Arc spot weld with weld 'washer

(6) The design shear resistance F w . Rd of a circular arc spot weld should be determined as follows:
(nI4) d,1 x 0,625j;l\vl /in

F w .Rd

... (8.5a)

where:

.t:JW
but

Fw,Rd

is

the ultimate tensile strength of the welding electrodes;

should not be taken as more than the resistance given by the following:

if d p 1 L t ::; 18 (420 1j~)
... (8.5b)

Fw .Rd
18 (420 1j~l) 0,5 < d p 1 L t < 30 (420 Ij~)

- if

F w. Rd

=

if d p 1 L t

~

Fw,Rd

27 (420 Ifu)

0.5

(L t) 2 f~J

0.5

/i12

... (8.5c)

30 (420 Ifu)

=

0,9 dp Lt hi 1 /i12

... (8.5d)

with d p according to (8).
(7) The interface diameter ds of an arc spot weld, see figure 8.6, should be obtained from:

0,7dw

1,5 L t

but

d s > 0,55 d w

... (8.6)

where:
dw

is

the visible diameter of the arc spot weld, see figure 8.6.
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r--------I----+---------I

a) Single connected sheet (L t

b) Two connected sheets (L t

JSU

p

t)

t 1+ t 2

)

sup

c) Single connected sheet with weld washer

Figure 8.6: Arc spot welds
(8) The effective peripheral diameter d p of an arc spot weld should be obtained as follows:
- for a single connected sheet or part of thickness t:
'" (8.7a)
for multiple connected sheets or parts of total thickness 'Lt:

d w - 2 I.t

... (8.7b)

(9) The design shear resistance F w. ReI of an elongated arc spot weld should be determined from:
[( 1t/4

F w. ReI

2

)ds + Lwd,;] x 0,625fuwl YN12

... (8.8a)

but F w.Rd should not be taken as more than the peripheral resistance given by:

(0,5 Lw + 1,67

) 'Lt/: 1 Ji;12
J

... (8.8b)

where:

Lw
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part
or sheet
Supporting member

Figure 8.7: Elongated arc spot weld

9

Design assisted by testing

(1) This Section 9 may be used to apply the principles for design assisted by testing given in EN 1990 and in
Section 2.5. of EN 1993-1 -1, with the additional specific requirements of cold-formed members and sheeting.

(2) Testing should apply the principles given in Annex A.
NOTE 1: The National Annex may give further information on testing in addition to Annex A.
NOTE 2: Annex A gives standardised procedures for:

- tests on profiled sheets and liner trays;
- tests on cold-formed members;
- tests on structures and portions of structures;
- tests on beams torsionally restrained by sheeting;
- evaluation of test results to determine design values.

(3) Tensile testing of steel should be canied out in accordance with EN 10002-1. Testing of other steel
propel1ies should be carried out in accordance with the relevant European Standards.
(4) Testing of fasteners and connections should be carried out in accordance with the relevant European
Standard or International Standard.
NOTE: Pending availability of an appropriate European or International Standard, information on testing procedures for
fasteners may be obtained from:

ECCS Publication No. 21 (1983): European recommendatiolZsfor steel construction: the design
and testing qf connections in steel sheeting and sections;

ECCS Publication No. 42 (1983): European recommendations for steel construction: mechanical
fasteners for use in steel sheeting and sections.
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10 Special considerations for purlins, liner trays and sheetings
10.1 Beams restrained by sheeting
General
(I) The provisions given in this clause 10.1 may be applied to beams (called purlins in this Section) of Z, C,
U and Hot cross-section with h / t <
c / t::S 20 for single fold and d / t ::s 20 for double
fold.

10.1.1

NOTE: Other limils are possible if verified

lersting. The National Annex may
in Annex A are recommended.

tests as

(2) These provisions may be used for structural systems of purlins with
overlapped

informations on tests. Standard
bars, continuous, sleeved and

,,"'\/\"''''n1<:

(3) These provisions may also be applied to cold-formed members used as side rails, floor beams and other
similar types of beam that are similarly restrained by .:\1
I\._'-'ll 11,-':'.

(4) Side rails may be designed on the basis that wind pressure has a similar effect on them to gravity loading
on purlins, and that wind suction acts on them in a similar way to uplift loading on purlins.
Full continuous lateral restraint may be supplied by trapezoidal steel sheeting or other profiled steel
of the purlin through the troughs of the
sheeting with sufficient stiffness, continuously connected to the
trapezoidal @l]sheetingmay be regarded as laterally restrained, if clause
sheets. The purlin at the connection to
10.1.1 (6) is fulfi lied. In other cases (for example, fastening through the crests of the sheets) the
of
restraint should either be validated by experience, or determined from tests.
NOTE: For tesls see Annex A.

(6) If the ~ trapezoidal @l] sheeting is connected to a purl in and the condition
by the equation (10.1 a)
is met, the pllrlin at the connection may be regarded as being laterally restrained 1n the plane of the sheeting:
(

S ~ EI w
l·

7[2
-,

L~

+ GIL +

7[2

0 , ?C
__ J I1 2 J70

... (\O.la)

!

h~

where
S

is the portion of the shear stiffness provided by the
for the examined member connected to
the sheeting at each rib (If the sheeting is connected to a pllrlin every second rib only, then 5
should be substituted by 0,205);

Iv.;

is the warping constant of the purlin;

II

is the torsion constant of the pm'lin;

Iz

is the second moment of area of the cross-section about the minor axis of the cross-section of the
purlin;

L

is the span of the purlin;

h

is the height of the pm'lin.

NOTE 1: The equation (10.1 a) may also be used to determine lhe lateral stability of member
with other types of cladding than trapezoidal sheeting, provided that the connections are of suitable
NOTE 2: The shear stiffness S may he calculated using ECCS guidance

NOTE in 9(4)) or determined by tests.

(7) Unless alternative support arrangements may be justified from the results of tests the purlin should have

support details, such as cleats, that prevent rotation and lateral displacement at its supports. The effects of
forces in the plane of the sheeting, that are transmitted to the supports of the purlin, should be taken into
account in the design of the support details.
(8) Tile beilaviour of a U:1terally restrained purlin should be modelled as outlined in figure 10.1. The
connection of the purlin to the sheeting may be assumed to partially restrain the twisting of the purlin. This
partial torsional restraint may be represented by a rotational spring with a spring stiffness CD' The stresses ill
the free flange, not directly connected to the sheeting, should then be calculated by superposing the effects of
in-plane bending and the effects of torsion, including lateral bending due to cross-sectional distortion. The
should be determined following 10.] .5.
rotational restraint given by the
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(9) Where the free flange of a single span purlin is in compression under uplift
be made for the amplification of the stresses
to torsion and distortion.
(10) The shear stiffness of trapezoidal

allowance should also

connected to the purhn at each rib and connected in every side

overlap may be calculated as

S = 1000#(50+]

S

(N),

t and

inmm

... ( 10.lb)

h\\
where t is the design thickness of sheeting, broof is the width of the roof, s is the distance between the purlins
and hw is the profile depth of sheeting. All dimensions are
in mm. For liner trays the shear stiffness is Sv
times distance between purlins, where Sv is calculated according to 10.3.5(6).

10.1.2

Calculation methods

(1) Unless a second order analysis is calTied out, the method given in 10.1.3 and 10.1.4 should be Llsed to allow
by treating it as a beam
for the tendency of the free flange to move laterally (thus inducing additional
subject to a lateral load Cjh,Ed, see
10.1.
(2) For use in this method, the rotational spring should be replaced by an equivalent lateral linear spring of

stiffness K. In determining K the effects of cross-sectional distortion should also be allowed for. For this
purpose, the free flange may be treated as a compression member subject to a nOll-uniform axial
with a
continuoLls lateral
support of stiffness K.
(3) If the free
of a purlin is in compression due to in-plane bending (for example, due to uplift loading in
a single span purlin), the resistance of the free flange to lateral buckling should also be verified.

(4) For a more precise calculation, a numerical analysis should be carried alit, Llsing values of the rotational
stiffness CD obtained from 10.1.5.2. Allowance should be made for the effects of an initial bow
impetfection of (eo) in the free flange, defined as in 5.3. The initial imperfection should be compatible with
the shape of the relevant buckling mode, determined by the eigen-vectors obtained from the elastic first order
buckling analysis.
(5) A numerical analysis using the rotational spring stiffness CD obtained from 10.1.5.2 may also be used if

lateral restraint is not supplied or if its effectiveness cannot be proved. When the numerical analysis is carried
out, it should take into account the bending in two directions, torsional St Venant stiffness and warping
stiffness about the imposed rotation axis.
nd

(6) If a 2 order analysis is canied out, effective sections and stiffness, due to local buckling, should be taken
into account.
NOTE: For a simplified design of purlins made of

Z- and L- cross sections see Annex E.
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Gravity loading

Uplift loading

a) Z and C section purlin with upper flange connected to sheeting

+
In-plane bending

Torsion and lateral
bending

b) Total deformation spl it into two parts

c) Model purlin as laterally braced with rotationally spring restraint Co from sheeting

q,E~_t_-r _________ . J;.-~
,i

- ';

I
I

1
I

--"y

fz

~

khqEd ..

K

d) As a simplification
e) Free flange of purEn modelled as beam on elastic foundation. Model
replace the rotational spring representing effect of torsion and lateral bending (including cross section
distortion) on single span with uplift loading.
CD by a lateral spring
stiffness K

Figure 10.1: Modelling laterally braced purlins rotationally restrained by sheeting
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10.1.3

Design criteria

10.1.3.1 Single span purlins
(I) For gravity loading, a single span purlin should satisfy the criteria for cross-section resistance given

111

10.104.1. If it is subject to axial compression, it should also satisfy the criteria for stability of the free flange
given in 10.104.2.
(2) For uplift loading, a
span purlin should satisfy the criteria for cross-section resistance given in
10.104.1 and the criteria for stability of the free flange given in 10.1.4.2.

10.1.3.2 Two-spans continuous purlins with gravity load
(1) The moments due to gravity loading in a pllJ'lin that is physically continllolls over two spans without

overlaps or sleeves, may either be obtained by calculation or based on the results of tests.
(2) If the moments are calculated they should be determined using elastic global analysis. The j)urlin should
satisfy the criteria for cross-section resistance given in 10. 104.1. For the moment at the internal support the
cliteria for stability of the free flange given in 10.1.4.2 should also be satisfied. For mid-support should be
checked also for bending moment + support reaction (web crippling if cleats are not used) and for bending
moment + shear forces depending on the case under consideration.
(3) Alternatively the moments may be determined using the results of tests in accordance with Section 9 and
Annex A.S on the moment-rotation behaviour of the purlln over the internal support.
NOTE: Appropriate testing procedures are given in Annex A.

(4) The design value of the resistance moment at the supports M..,up.Rd for a given value of the load per unit
length qE;J, should be obtained from the intersection of two curves representing the design values of:

- the moment-rotation characteristic at the sUppOl1, obtained by testing in accordance with Section 9 and
Annex A.S:
- the theoretical relationship between the support moment
rotation ¢Ed in the purlin over the support.

and the corresponding plastic hinge

To determine the final design value of the support moment lVl..,up.Ed allowance should be made for the effect of
the lateral load in the free flange and/or the buckling stability of that free flange around the mid-support, which
are not fully taken into account by the internal support test as given in clause A.S.2. If the free llange is
physically continued at the support and if the distance between the support and the nearest anti-sag bar is larger
than 0,5 s, the lateral load qhd~d according to 10.l.4.2 should be taken into account in verification of the
resistance at mid-support. Alternatively, full-scale tests for two or mUlti-span purlins may be used to determine
the effect of the lateral load in the free flange and/or the buckling stability of that free flange around the midsupport.
(5) The span moments should then be calculated from the value of the support moment.

(6) The following expressions may be used for a purlin with two equal spans:

L

8M

sup,Ed ]

... (1 0.2a)

M spn,Ed
... (10.2b)

where:
lefT

is

the effective second moment of area for the moment

L

is

the span;

Mspn.Ed

IS

the maximum moment in the span.

lVJ~pn.Ed;
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(7) The expressions for a purl in with two unequal spans, and for non-uniform loading
snow
accumulation), and for other similar cases, the formulas (IO.2a) and (I 0.2b) are not valid and appropliate
analysis should be made for these cases.
(8) The maximum span moment iVl,pll.Eu in the purlin should satisfy the criteria for cross-section resistance
given in 10.1.4.1. Alternatively the resistance moment in the span may be determined by testing. A single span
test may be used with a span comparable to the distance between the points of contraflexure in the span.

10.1.3.3 Two-span continuous purlins with uplift loading
(I) The moments due to uplift loading in a purlin that is physically continuous over two spans without overlaps
or sleeves, should be determined using elastic global analysis.
(2) The moment over the internal support should satisfy the criteria for cross-section resistance given in
10.1.4.1. Because the support reaction is a tensile force, no account need be taken of its interaction with the
support moment. The mid-support should be checked also for ineraction of bending moment and shear forces.
(3) The moments in the spans should satisfy the criteria for stability of the free flange given in 10.1.4.2.

10.1.3.4 Purlins with semi-continuity given by overlaps or sleeves
(I) The moments in purlins in which continuity over two or more spans is given by overlaps or sleeves at
internal supports, should be determined taking into account the effective section properties of the cross-section
and the effects of the overlaps or sleeves.
(2) Tests may be carried out on the SUppOIl details to determine:
the flexural stiffness of the overlapped or sleeved part;
the moment-rotation characteristic for the overlapped or sleeved part. Note, that only when the failure
occurs at the support with cleat or similar preventing lateral displacements at the support, then the plastic
redistribution of bending moments may be used for sleeved and overlapped systems;
the resistance of the overlapped or sleeved pall to combined support reaction and moment;
- the resistance of the non-overlapped ullsleeved part to combined shear force and bending moment.
Alternatively the characteristics of the mid-support details may be determined by numerical methods jf the
design procedure is at least validated by a relevant numbers of tests.
(3) For gravity loading, the pllI'lin should satisfy the following criteria:
at internal supports, the resistance to combined support reaction and moment determined e.g. by calculation
assisted by testing;
- near supports, the resistance to combined shear force and bending moment determined e.g. by calculation
assisted by testing;
in the spans, the criteria for cross-section resistance given in 10.lA.I;
- if the plll'lin is subject to axial compression, the criteria for stability of the free flange given in 10.1.4.2.
(4) For uplift loading, the purlin should satisfy the following criteria:
- at internal supports, the resistance to combined support reaction and moment determined
by calculation
assisted by testing, taking into account the fact that the suppOIl reaction is a tensile force in this case;
- near supports, the resistance to combined shear force and bending moment determined e.g. by calculation
assisted by testing;
- in the spans, the criteria for stability of the free flange given in 10.1
if the purlin is subjected to axial compression, the criteria for stability of the free tlange is given in 10.1.4.2.

10.1.3.5 Serviceability criteria
(1) The serviceability criteria relevant to purlins should also be satisfied.
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10.1.4
Design resistance
10.1.4.1 Resistance of cross-sections
(1) For a purlin subject to axial force and transverse load the resistance of the cross-section should be verified
as indicated in figure 10.2 by superposing the stresses due to:
- the in-plane bending moment lWy.Ed ;
the axial force

NEd;

an equivalent lateral load

qh.Ed

acting on the free flange, due to torslon and lateral bending, see (3).

(2) The maximum stresses in the cross-section should satisfy the following:
- restrained flange:

O"max.Ed

+

~V elly

... (I 0.3a)

free flange:

O"m<lx.Ed

=

~ .f' y

+
HI efT,y

Aeff

/ Yrv!

Wfi:.

... (IO.3b)

where:

and

is

the effective area of the cross-section for only uniform compression;

fy

is

the yield strength as defined in 3.2.1 (S);

M fz .Ed

is

the bending moment in the free flange due to the lateral load

VVeff,y

is

the effective section modulus of the cross-section for only bending about the y - y

Wfz

is the gross elastic section modulus of the free flange plus the contributing part of the web for
bending about the z-z axis; unless a more sophisticated analysis is carried out the contributing
part of the web may be taken equal to liS of the web height from the point of web-flange
intersection in case of C- and Z-sections and 1/6 of the web height in case of ~:::-section, see
Figure 10.2;

1M =

)i'IO

if

=

or if ~VerT,y =

Wel.y

and

qh,Ed,

see formula (10.4);

= 0, otherwise Ji,1 = Ji,11 .

z
i

i

r-t'

~-31-Y

+

, I
I I
I

+

i

~

~/5h

it

i
z

eZ2~ ~Z1

My,Ed
Weff,y

Figure 10.2: Superposition of stresses
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(3) The equivalent lateral load
obtained from:
kh

qh.Ed

qh.Ed

on the free

f1ange~

due to torsion and lateral bending, should be

qEd

.•.

(10.4)

(4) 'file coefficient kIJ should be obtained as jndicated in figure 10.3 for common types of cross-section.

I

shear
centre

1

e-.l
s

..c::

k

~

')

_ hr(b ~ + 2cb 170 -

j

/ h)

k

41y

Simple symmetrical Z section

J \'_ g
J
/.

_~_s

flO -

y

1

C or L sections

a) k170 factor for lateral load on free bottom flange. (k hO corresponds to loading in the shear centre)

1

1

..c::

..c::

J

.... khqEd
kh = k hO

b) Gravity loading

J

a / h (**)

c) UpHft loading

uivalent lateral load factor k h

If the shear centre is at the right hand side of the load
direction.

qf:jj

then the load is acting in the opposite

If a/Iz > kilO then the load is acting in the opposite direction.
The value off is limited to the position of the load

qEd

between the edges of the top flange.

Figure 10.3: Conversion of torsion and lateral bending into an equivalent lateral load kh qEd
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(5) The lateral bending moment

Mfz,Ed may be determined from expression (10.5) except for a beam with the
free flange in tension, where, due to positive influence of flange curling and second order effect moment Mf'LEd
may be taken equal to zero:

Kj~ MO.iz.Ed

Mf'LEd

... (10.5)

where:
MO./ i .Ed

IS

the initial lateral bending moment in the free flange without any spring support;

Kj{

IS

a correction factor for the effective spring support.

(6) The initial lateral bending moment in the free flange MO,fLEd may be determined from table 10.1 for the
critical locations in the span, at supports, at anti-sag bars and between anti-sag bars. The validity of the table
10.1 is limited to the range R ~ 40.
(7) The correction factor

Kj{ for the relevant location and boundary conditions, may be determined from table
10.1 (or using the theory of beams 011 the elastic Winkler foundation), using the value of the coefficient R of
the spring support given by:
4

K La

R
7r

4

E fez

... (10.6)

where:

hz

is the second moment of area of the gross cross-section of the free flange plus the
contributing part of the web for bending about the z-z axis, see IO.IA.1 (2); when numerical
analysis is carried out, see 10.1.2(5);

K

is

the lateral spring stiffness per unit length from 10.1.5.1;

La

is

the distance between anti-sag bars, or if none are present, the span L of the purlin.
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Table 10.1: Values of initial 1110ment 1llo,f'z,Ed and correction factor

Location

System

X,x
~
.y

x

I

(La

Kj{

m

m

.

~ L)

I-O,0225R

1
8 qh.Fd

A
.....

Kj{

KI{

1+ I,013R

LI2---J

m

I

t3/8L.---i-s/8L.

9

m

e

')

128 (h,Ed La '-

=1"f"

O.0141R
.
I +0,416R

=1

K
R

anti-sag bar or support

e

-

1
8

')

La'1+ 0,0314R
KR

U

e

m

trO,5La--~""-O,5La-1l

~
.

111

e

1+ O,396R

1
24 qh,EdLa

m

I

KR

=

I

O,0125R
1+ O,198R

._.- anti-sag bar or support-J

e

1

--

12

L

')

~

::l

KR

I +0,0178R
I +OJ9IR

10.1.4.2 Buckling resistance of free flange
(1) If the free flange is in compression, its buckling resistance should be verified using:
I
XLT

... (10.7)

in which X LT is the reduction factor for lateral torsional buckling (flexural buckling of the

flange).

NOTE: The use of the XLT-value may be chosen in the National Annex. The use of EN 1993-1-1, 6.3.2.3 using
buckling curve b

= 0,34 .

ALT.o

0,4 ~

0)5) is recommended for the relative slenderness

/trz

1I1

In the case of an axial compression force
when the reduction factor for buckling around the strong axis is
smaller than the reduction J~lCtor for lateral flange buckling, e.g. in the case of many anti-sag bars, this failure mode
should also be checked following clause 6.2.2 and 6.2.4.
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(2) The relative slenderness Afz for flexural buckling of the free t1ange should be determined from:

... (10.8)
with:

where:

lrz
hz

IS

the buckling length for the free flange from (3) to (7);

is the radius of gyration of the gross cross-section of the free flange plus the contributing part
of the web for bending about the z-z axis, see 10.1.4.1 (2).

(3) For gravity loading, provided that a ~ R ~ 200, the buckling length of the free flange for a variation of the
compressive stress over the length L as shown in figure 10.4 may be obtained from:

17 I La (1 + T/ 2 R II:;

) I}-l

... (10.9)

where:

R

is

the distance between anti-sag bars, or if none are present, the span L of the purlin;

is

as given in 10.1.4.1 (7);

and 1/1 to 174 are coefficients that depend on the number of anti-sag bars, as given in table 10.2a. The tables
10.2a and 10.2b are valid only for equal spans uniformly loaded beam systems without overlap or sleeve and
with anti-sag bars that provide lateral rigid support for the free flange. The tables may be used for systems with
sleeves and overlaps provided that the connection system may be considered as fully continuous. In other cases
the buckling length should be determined by more appropriate calculations or, except cantilevers, the values of
the table 10.2a for the case of 3 anti-sag bars per field may be used.
NOTE: Due to rotations in overlap or sleeve connection, the field moment may be much larger than without rotation
which results also in longer buckling lengths in span. Neglecling the real moment distribution may lead to unsafe
design.

[Dotted areas show regions in compression]

Figure 10.4: Varying compressive stress in free flange for gravity load cases
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Table 10.2a : Coefficients 17i for down load with 0, 1,2,3,4 anti-sag bars
Anti sag-bar

Situation

'71

772

'7'

'7-'t

0.414

1.72

1.11

-0.178

0.657

8.17

2.22

-0.107

0.515

1.26

0.868

-0.242

0.596

2.33

1.15

-0.192

,1

Number
0

End span
Intermediate span

I

End span
Intermediate span
End and intermediate span

2

0.596

2.33

1.15

-0.192

End and intermediate span

3 and 4

0.694

5.45

1.27

-0.168

Table 10.2b : Coefficients 17i for upJift load with 0, 1,2, 3, 4 anti-sag bars
Situation

Anti sag-bar

'71

'72

7]:,

lJ-'t

0.694

5.45

1.27

-0.168

End span

0.515

1.26

0.868

-0.242

Intermediate span

0.306

0.232

0.742

-0.279

0.800

6.75

1.49

-0.155

0.515

1.26

0.868

-0.242

0.902

8.55

2.18

-0.111

0.800

6.75

1.49

-0.155

0.902

8.55

2.18

-0.111

0.800

6.75

1.49

-0.155

Number
Simple span

0

Simple and end spans

1

Intermediate span
Simple span

2

End and intermediate spans
3 and 4

Simple and end spans
Intermediate span

(4) For gravity loading, if there are more than three equally spaced anti-sag bars, and under conditions
specified in (3), the buckling length need not be taken as greater than the value for two anti-sag bars, with La =
L/3. This clause is valid only if there is no axial compressive force.
(5) If the compressive stress over the length L is almost constant, due to the application of a re]atively large
axial force, the buckling length should be determined using the values of lJ i from table 10.2a for the case
shown as more than three anti-sag bars per span, but the actual spacing L,1'
(6) For uplift loading, when anti-sag bars are not used,-provided that 0:::; Ro :::; 200, the buckling length of the
free flange for variations of the compressive stress over the length Lo as shown in figure 10.5, may be obtained
from:
Irz

=

0,7 L 0

(

I + 13,1 R 01.6

r

0.125

... (10.10a)

with:

... (IO.10b)
in which Ijz and K are as defined in 10.1.4.1 (7). Alternatively, the buckling length of the free flange may be
determined using the table IO.2b in combination with the equation given in 10.1.4.2(3).
(7) For uplift loading, if the free flange is effectively held in position laterally at intervals by anti-sag bars, the

buckling length may conservatively be taken as that for a uniform moment, determined as in (5). The ~formula
(10.9) may be applied under conditions specified in (3). If there are no appropriate calculations, reference
should be made to (5) @l] .
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[Dotted areas show regions in compression]

Figure 10.5: Varying compressive stress in free flange for uplift cases
Rotational restraint given by the sheeting

10.1.5

10.1.5.1 Lateral spring stiffness
(1) The lateral spring support given to the free flange of the purlin by the sheeting should be modelled as a
lateral spring acting at the free flange, see figure 10.1. The total lateral spring stiffness K per unit length

should be determined from:

1

K

1
I
-+-+
KA

KB

Kc

... (10.11)

where:

KA

is the lateral stiffness conesponding to the rotational stiffness of the joint between the
sheeting and the purlin;

KB

is

the lateral stiffness due to distortion of the cross-section of the pm'lin;

Kc

IS

the lateral stiffness due to the nexural stiffness of the sheeting.

(2) Normally it may be assumed to be safe as well as acceptable to neglect 11Kc because Kc is very Jarge
compared to KA. and K B • The value of K should then be obtained hom:

K
l/KA+l/KI3

... (10.12)

(3) The value of (1 I Ka. + 1 I Kp,) may be obtained either by testing or by calculation.
NOTE: Appropriate testing procedures are given in Annex A.
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(4) The lateral spring stiffness K per unit length may be determined by calculation using:
4 (1 v.2) 1/ (h d +

I

)

h2

----------'-:.:..:.:..::;..- + -

K

Et

3

Co

... (10.1

in which the dimension b llloci is determined as follows:
- for cases where the equivalent lateral force
pm'lin web:
blllod =

=

bringing the purlin into contact with the sheeting at the

a

for cases where the equivalent lateral force
of the purl1 n
bmod

qh.Ed

qh.Ed

bringing the purlin into contact with the sheeting at the tip

2('[ + b

where:
is

the thickness of the purlin;

(f

IS

the distance from the sheet-to-pllrlin fastener to the purlin web, see figure 10.6;

b

is

the width of the pm'lin

CD

IS

the total rotational spring stiffness from 10.1

h

is

the overall height of the pllrlill;

hd

is

the developed height of the pllrlin web, see figure 10.6.

connected to the sheeting, see figure 10.6;

Sheet

h

Figure 10.6: Purtin and attached sheeting
10.1.5.2 Rotational spring stiffness
(I) The rotational restraint given to the purlin by the sheeting that is connected to its top flange, should be
modelled as a rotational spring acting at the top flange of the pllrlin, see figure 10.1. The total rotational spring
stiffness CD should be determined from:
CD

/ CD.A + I/C D.C )

where:
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IS

the rotational stiffness of the connection between the sheeting and the purlin;

is

the rotational stiffness corresponding to the flexural stiffness of the sheeting.

... (10.14)
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(2) Generally
see (9).

CO,A

may be calculated as given in (5) and (7). Altematively

CD,A

may be obtained by testing,

may be taken as the minimum value obtained from calculational models of the type
(3) The value of
shown in figure 10.7, taking account of the rotations of the adjacent purlins and the degree of continuity of the
sheeting, using:

mlB

... (10.15)

Co.c

=

m

IS

the applied moment per unit width of sheeting, applied as indicated in figure 10.7;

e

is

the resulting rotation, measured as indicated in

where:

Figure 10.7: Model for calculating

10.7 [radiansJ.

CI),C

(4) Alternatively a conservative value of CD.C may be obtained from:
k E lefT
s

... (10.16)

in which k is a numerical coefficient with values as follows:
10.7

k = 2;

- end, lower case of figure 10.7

k = 3;

mid, upper case of figure 10.7

k=4;

mid, lower case of figure 10.7

k =6;

- end, upper case of

where:
leff

is

the effective second moment of area per unit width of the sheeting;

s

is

the spacing of the pUrlins.
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(5) Provided that the sheet-to-purlin fasteners are positioned centrally on the flange of the purlin, the value of
for trapezoidal sheeting connected to the top flange of the purlin may be determined as follows (see table
10.3):
... (10.1

CIO() .

where

r

k b;]

(b,1 1100

kilo

1,25(ha 1100)

if h;\ < 125mm ;
if 125mm :s; ba < 200mm ;

k( = (t'WIll 10,75)1.1

if

1110111 ::2::

0,75mm ~ positive position;

k(

(1 nol11 10,75),,5

if

'nol11 ::2::

0,75mm; negative position;

kl

= (1nol11 10,75),,5

if

'nom

kbR
kbR

= 1,0

< 0,75mm;

if bR :s; 185mm ;
if bR > 185mm;

1851b R

for gravity load:
1,0)·0,08

if

1,0+(A-I,0)·0,16

if

k;\ =],O+(A

kA

k,\ =1,0+(A-I,0)·0,095
k J\

°

I, + (A

J

,0) . 0,095

linear interpolation between

f llom

0,75 111m ; positive position;
= 0,75mm; negative position;

if

f l10m

= 1,00111111 ; positive position;

if

'110m

1,00I11m; negative position;

f

0,75 and

f

= J ,0111111 is allowed

for t < 0.75 mm the formula is not valid;
for t > I mill, the formula needs to be used with' = ] mm
for uplift load:
k!\ = 1,0 ;

if

kbT

A[kN/nl]

~

> bT.ma \, otherwise

= 1;

12kN/m load introduced from sheeting to beam;

where:
ba

IS

the width of the purlin flange [in mm];

hR

IS

the corrugation width [in mm];

bT

IS

the width of the sheeting flange through which it is fastened to the purl in;

is
Ciao

IS

given in Table] 0.3;
a rotation coefficient, representing the value of C D.A if ba

100 mm.

(6) Provided that there is no insulation between the sheeting and the purlins, the value of the rotation
may be obtained from table 10.3.
coefficient
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(7) Alternatively C D.A may be taken as equal to 130 p [Nm/m/rad], where p is the number of sheet-to-purlin
fasteners per metre length of purlin (but not more than one per rib of sheeting), provided that:

the flange width b of the sheeting through which it is fastened does not exceed 120

mm~

the nominal thickness t of the sheeting is at least 0,66 mm;
- the distance (/ or b - (/ between the centreline of the fastener and the centre of rotation of the purlin
(depending on the direction of rotation), as shown in figure 10.6, is at least 25 mm.
(8) If the effects of cross-section distol1ion have to be taken into account, see J 0.1.5.1, it may be assumed to be
realistic to neglect
because the spring stiffness is mainly influenced by the value of
and the crosssection distortion.
(9) Alternatively, values of

may be obtained from a combination of testing and calculatioll.

(10) If the value of (1 / KA + 1 / KB) is obtained by testing (in mmlN in accordance with A.5.3(3», the values
of CD,A for gravity loading and for uplift loading should be determined from:

h 2/
... (10.18)

h and lid are as defined in 10.1.5.1(4) and fA is the modular width of tested sheeting and In is
the length of tested beam.

in which

NOTE: For testing see Annex
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Table 10.3: Rotation coefficient

Positioning of sheeting

Sheet fastened through

CIOO

for trapezoidal steel sheeting

Pitch of fasteners

Washer
diameter

C IOO

hT.max

[kNm/ml

[mm]

[mm]
Positive] )

Negative] ) Trough

e =hR

Crest

e

=2hR

For gravity loading:

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
X

x
x

22

5,2

40

22

3,1

40

Ka

10,0

40
40

Ka

22

3,1

120

22

2,0

120

16

2,6

40

16

1,7

40

For uplift loading:

x

x

x

x

x
x

Key:
is the corrugation width;
bT

is the width of the sheeting flange through which it is fastened to the pLll'lin.

Ka indicates a steel saddle washer as shown below with t 2:: 0,75 mm

Sheet fastened:
through the trough:

~

If~1
through the crest:

~

A

~

The values in this table are valid for:
sheet fastener screws of diameter:

-

steel washers of thickness:

1<

bR

>1

'i' =63 mm;
tw 2::

1,0 mm.

1) The position of sheeting in positive when tbe nan"ow flange is on the purlin and negative when the wide

flange is on the purlin.
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10.1.6

Forces in sheet/purlin fasteners and reaction forces
(1) Fasteners fixing the sheeting to the purlin should be checked for a combination of shear force L/, e,
perpendicular to the flange, and tension force Cit e where qs and ql may be calculated using table 10.4 and e
is the pitch of the fasteners. Shear force due to stabilising effect, see EN 1993-1-\, should be added to the
shear force. Furthermore, shear force due to diaphragm action, acting parallel to the flange, shall Id be
vectorlally added to q,.
Table 10.4 Shear force and tensile force in fastener along the bean1
Beam and loading

Shear force per un ite length CJs

Tensile force per unit length CJ,

(/ + ~)khq Ed, may be taken as 0

a

Z-beam, uplift loading

(1+~)(klz

I ~ k II q Ed h I ({ I +q Ed

C-beam, gravity loading

(l-~)khqEd

, Z-beam, gravity loading

I C-beam, uplift loading

a I h)q Ed

~)(kh - a I h)q Ed

(l

I

(u=bI2)

~, ./, q led h / (/

~khqEdhl(b

u)+qEd

(2) The fasteners fixing the purlins to the supports should be checked for the reaction force R\V in the plane of
the web and the transverse reaction forces RJ and RJ. in the plane of the flanges, see figure 10.8. Forces RJ
and R2 may be calculated using table J 0.5. Force R2 should also include loads parallel to the roof for sloped
roofs. If RI is positive there is no tension force on the fastener. Kl should be transferred from the sheeting to
the top flange of the plll'lin and further on to the rafter (main beam) through the purlin/rafter connection
(support cleat) or via special shear connectors or directly to the base or similar element. The reaction forces at
an inner support of a continuous pur1in may be taken as 2,2 times the values given in table 10.5.
NOTE: For sloped roofs the transversal loads to the purlins are the perpendicular (to the roof plane) cornponents
vertical loads and parallcl components of the vertical loads are acting on the roof plane.

or the

Figure 10.8: Reaction forces at support
Table 10.5 Reaction force at support for simply supported beanl
Beam and loading

Reaction force on bottom flange R]

Z-beam, gravity loading

(1- ;)khq Ed LI 2

Z-beam, uplift loading

(1

;)k h qEd LI2

C-beam, gravity loading

~O

C-beam, uplift loading

- (l-C;)k Iz QEd LI2

~ (3) The factor C;

c;) k hq Ed L I 2

may be taken as ; = 1-

Reaction force on top flange R 2
I (l +;)k/zQEdLI2
(1

~

+ ;) k It q Ed L I 2

- (I - c;) k h qEd L I 2
(I - C;) k h q DI L I 2

(;r where KR is the correction factor given in Table 10. J, and the

factor ~ may be taken as ~ =1,5;. @j]
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10.2 Liner trays restrained by sheeting
10.2.1

General

(I) Liner trays should be large channel-type sections~ with two narrow flanges, two webs and one wide flange,
generally as shown in figure 10.9. The two narrow flanges should be laterally restrainedmJ)by attached profiled
steel sheeting or by steel purlin or by similar component. @il

Figure 10.9: Typical geonletry for liner trays

(2) The resistance of the webs of liner trays to shear forces and to local transverse forces should be obtained
using 6.1.5 to 6.1.11, but using the value of l'vlc•Rd given by (3) or (4).
(3) The moment resistance l'vlc•Rd of a liner tray may be obtained using 10.2.2 provided that:
the geometrical propel1ies are within the range given in table 10.6;
- the depth hu of the corrugations of the wide flange does not exceed h/8, where h is the overall depth of
the 1iner tray.
(4) Alternatively the moment resistance of a liner tray may be determined by testing provided that it is ensured
that the local behaviour of the liner tray is not affected by the testing equipment.
NOTE: Appropriate testing procedures are given in annex A.
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Table 10.6: Range of validity of 10.2.2
0,75 mm

~

30mm ::;

t nom

~

1,5 mm

hI'

::;

60mm

60mm

::;

h

::;

200 111m

300mm

~

bu

~

600111111

In 1bu

::;

s]

::;

10 mm4 /mm
1000 111m

10.2.2
Moment resistance
10.2.2.1 Wide flange in conlpression
(1) The moment resistance of a liner tray with its wide flange in compression should be determined using the

step-by-step procedure outlined in figure 10.10 as follows:

- Step 1: Determine the effective areas of all compression elements of the cross-section, based on values of
the stress ratio lfI= (}21 OJ obtained using the effective widths of the compression
but the gross areas
of the webs;
- Step 2: Find the centroid of the effective cross-section, then obtain the moment resistance A{'.Rd from:
... (10.19)

J\;!c.Rd

with:
ly.eff l

Wc1f,min

where

Zc

and

Zl

Zc

but

are as indicated in figure 10.10.

or

Step 1

0"1 ==

O,8fyb /YMO

D

Step 2

Figure 10.10: Deternlination of moment resistance - wide flange in compression
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10.2.2.2 Wide fJange in tension
(I) The moment resistance of a liner tray with its wide flange in tension should be determined using the stepby-step procedure outlined in figure 10.11 as follows:
Step 1: Locate the centroid of the gross cross-section;

allowing for possible flange curJing, from:

- Step 2: Obtain the effective width of the wide flange

II L

... (\0.20)

where:
the overall width of the wide flange;

bll

the distance from the centroidal axis of the gross cross-section to the centroidal axis of the
narrow flanges;

eo
II

the overall depth of the liner tray;

L

the span of the liner tray;
the equivalent thickness of the wide flange, given by:

the second moment of area of the wide tlange, about its own centroid, see figure lO.9.
- Step 3: Determine the effective areas of all the compression elements, based on values of the stress ratio
0. /0"1 obtai ned lIsing the effective widths of the tlanges but the gross areas of the webs;
- Step 4: Find the centroid of the effective cross-section, then obtain the buckling resistance moment M b.Rd
using:

... (10.21)
with:
ly.crr l Zc

in which the correlation factor
SI ~

- if

is given by the following:

300 mm:

~)

- if 300 mm

fib

fib

1,0
~ 51 ~

1000 mm:

I,] 5 - SI /2000

where:
SI

is the longitudinal spacing of fasteners supplying lateral restraint to the nalTow flanges, see
figure 10.9.

(2) The effects of shear lag need not be considered if L I
determined as specified in 6.1.4.3.
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U

N

4-

or

-,- ..._----J
f\-j

f..--bul
Step 1

r!

bu ,eff/ 2

i
Step 2

Step 3 and 4

Figure 10.11: Deternlination of moment resistance - wide flange in tension

(3) Flange curling need not be taken into account in determining deflections at serviceability limit states.
(4) As a simplified alternative, the moment resistance of a liner tray with an unstiffened wiele flange may be
approximated by taking the same effective area for the wide t1ange in tension as for the two narrow flanges in
compression combined.

10.3 Stressed skin design
10.3.1

General

(]) The interaction between structural members and sheeting panels that are designed to act together as pw'ts of
a combined structural system, may be allowed for as described in this clause 10.3.
(2) The provisions given in this clause should be applied only to sheet diaphragms that are made of steel.
(3) Diaphragms may be formed from profi1ed sheeting used as roof or wall cladding or for tloors. They may
also be formed from wall or roof structures based upon liner trays.
NOTE: Informalion on the verification of such diaphragms may be obtained from:

ECCS Publication No. 88 (1995): European recommendations for the application
as a diaphragm.

10.3.2

(~l metal

sheeting acting

Diaphragm action

(1) In stressed skin design, advantage may be taken of the contribution that diaphragms of sheeting used as
roofing, flooring or wall cladding make to the overa]] stiffness and strength of the structural frame, by means of
their stiffness and strength in shear.
(2) Roofs and tloors may be treated as deep plate girders extending throughout the length of a building,
resisting transverse in-plane loads and transmitting them to end gables, or to intermediate stiffened frames. The
panel of sheeting may be treated as a web that resists in-plane transverse loads in shear, with the edge members
acting as t1anges that resist axial tension and compression forces, see figures 10.12 and 10.] 3.
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(3) Similarly, rectangular wall panels may be treated as bracing systems that act as shear diaphragms to resist
in-plane forces.

~t
__
~~7
;

~
_

7

Z~-7--,1

~(b)

:11\

(c)

(a) Sheeting
(b) Shear field in sheeting
(c) Flange forces in edge
members

Figure 10.12: Stressed skin action in a flat-roof building
10.3.3

Necessary conditions

(I) Methods of stressed skin design that util ize
under the following conditions:

as an integral part of a structure, may be used only

- the use made of the sheeting, in addition to its primary purpose, is limited to the formation of shear
diaphragms to resist structural displacement in the plane of that
the diaphragms have longitudinal edge members to carry flange forces arising from diaphragm action;
- the diaphragm forces in the plane of a roof or floor are transmitted to the foundations by means of braced
frames, funher stressed-skin diaphragms, or other methods of sway resistance;
suitable structural connections are used to transmit diaphragm forces to the main steel framework and to
join the
members acting as flanges;
the

is treated as a structural component that cannot be removed without proper consideration;

- the project specification, induding the calculations and drawings, draws attention to the fact that the
building is designed to utilize stressed skin action;
- in sheeting with the corrugation oriented in the longitudinal direction of the roof the flange forces due to
diaphragm action may be taken up by the sheeting.
(2) Stressed skin design may be Llsed predominantly in low-rise buildings, or in the floors and facades of highrise buildings.

(3) Stressed skin diaphragms may be lIsed predominantly to resist wind loads, snow loads and other loads that
are applied through the sheeting itself. They may also be used to resist small transient loads, sLlch as surge
from light overhead cranes or hoists on runway beams, but may not be used to resist permanent external loads,
such as those from plant.
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(a) Sheeting
(b) Flange forces in
members
(c) Shear field in sheeting
(d) Gable tie required to
resist forces in roof sheeting

Figure 10.13: Stressed skin action in a pitched roof building
10.3.4

Profiled steel sheet diaphragms
(I) In a profiled steel sheet diaphragm, see figure 10.14, both ends of the sheets should be attached to the
sllpporting members by means of self-tapping screws, cartridge fired pins, welding, bolts or other fasteners of a
type that will not work loose in service, pull alit, or fail in shear before causing tearing of the sheeting. All
sllch fasteners should be fixed directly through the sbeeting into the supporting member, for example through
the troughs of profiled sheets, unless special measures are taken to ensure that the connections effectively
transmit the forces assumed in the design.
(2) The seams between adjacent sheets should be fastened by rivets, self-drilling screws, welds, or other
fasteners of a type that wi]] not work loose in service, pull aLIt, or fail in shear before causing tearing of the
sheeting. The spacing of such fasteners should not exceed 500 mm.
(3) The distances from all fasteners to the edges and ends of the sheets should be adequate to prevent
premature tearing of the sheets.
(4) Small randomly arranged openings, up to 3% of the relevant area, may be introduced without special
calculation, provided that the total number of fasteners is not reduced. Openings up to ISCJc of the relevant
area (the area of the surface of the diaphragm taken into account for the calculations) may be introduced if
justified by detailed calculations. Areas that contain larger openings should be split into smaller m'eas, each
with full diaphragm action.
(S) All sheeting that also forms part of a stressed-skin diaphragm should first be designed for its primary

purpose in bending. To ensure that any deterioration of the sheeting would be apparent in bending before the
resistance to stressed skin action is affected, it should then be verified that the shear stress due to diaphragm
action does not exceed 0,25.f~t! }ifI I •
(6) The shear resistance of a stressed-skin diaphragm should be based on the least tearing strength of the seam
fasteners or the sheet-to-member fasteners parallel to the corrugations or, for diaphragms fastened only to
longitudinal edge members, the end sheet-to-member fasteners. The calculated shear resistance for any other
type of failure should exceed this minimum value by at least the following:
- for failure of the sheet-to-purlin fasteners under combined shear and wind uplift, by at least 40%:
- for any other type of failure, by at least 25%.
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(g)

(a) Rafter
(b) Purlin
(a)

(c) Shear connector
(d) Sheet -to-shear
connector fastener

(c)
~

(d)

Fa
b

(e)

a

1

(e) Purlin
(t) Sheet-to-purLin
fastener

(g) Seam fastener

IF

>7

Figure 10.14: Arrangement of an individual panel
Steel liner tray diaphragms
(1) Liner trays used to form shear diaphragms should have stiffened wide flanges.

10.3.5

(2) Liner trays in shear diaphragms should be inter-connected by seam fasteners through the web at a spacing
es of not more than 300 mm by sea111 fasteners (normally blind rivets) located at a distance eu from the wide
flange of not more than 30111111, all as shown in fjgure 10.15.
(3) An accurate evaluation of deflections due to fasteners may be made using a similar procedure to that for

trapezoidal profi led sheeting.
(4) The shear flow
TY. Rd

=

T",Ed

8,43

due to ultimate limit states design loads should not exceed

E~

fa

(t / b u ) 9

Tv,I<'d

given by:
... (10.22)

where:
la

is

the second moment of area of the wide tlange about it own centroid, see figure 10.9;

bu

is

the overall width of the wide flange.

Figure 10.15: Location of seam fasteners
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(5) The shear flow T\.,er due to serviceability design loads should not exceed

given by:
... (10.23)

where:

S\

IS

the shear stiffness of the diaphragm, per unit length of the span of the liner trays.

(6) The shear stiffness S\ per unit length may be obtained from:

Sv
'" (10.24)
where:

L

is

the overall length of the shear diaphragm (in the direction of the span of the liner trays);

b

is

the overall width of the shear diaphragm (b = L btl);

a

is

the stiffness factor.

(7) The stiffness factor a may be conservatively be taken as equal to 2000 N/mm unless more accurate
values are derived from tests.

10.4 Perforated sheeting
(I) Perforated sheeting with the holes arranged in the shape of equilateral triangles may be designed by
calculation, provided that the rules for non-perforated sheeting are modified by introducing the effective
thicknesses given below.

NOTE: These calculation rules tend to
rather conservative values. More economical solutions might he obtained
from design assisted hy testing, see Section 9.
(2) Provided that 0,2 ~d/ a ~ 0,9 gross section propelties may be calculated ~using 5
obtai ned from:

but replacing t by

fa.eff

d
1,18t(1-0,9-)
a

... (10.25)

where:
d

is

the diameter of the perforations;

a

is

the spacing between the centres of the perforations.

(3) Provided that 0,2 ~ d / a ~ 0,9 effective section properties may be calculated using Section 5, but
replacing t by
obtained from:
fluff

... (10.26)

The resistance of a single web to local transverse forces may be calculated
obtained from:

using 6.1.7@l], but replacing

t by

t [I - (d / a ) 2 S per I s w

]

... (10.27)

where:

Sw

is

the slant height of the perforated portion of the web;

is

the total slant height of the web.
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Annex A [normative] -Testing procedures
A.1

General

(1) T'his annex A
are required in design.

appropriate standardized testing and evaluation procedures for a number of tests that

NOTE 1: In the field of cold-formcd mcmbers and sheeting, many standard products are cOllllllonly used for which
dcsign by calculalion might not lead to economical solutions, so it is frequently desirable to use design assisted by
NOTE 2: The National Annex may

further information on testing.

NOTE 3: The National Annex may
conversion factors for
standardised tests according to this annex.

test results to be equi valent to the outcome of

(2) This annex covers:
- tests on profiled sheets and liner trays, see A.2;
tests on cold-formed members, see A.3;
tests on structures and portions of structures, see
tests on torsionally restrained beams, see A.S;
- evaluation of test results to determine design values, see A.6.

A.2 Tests on profiled sheets and liner trays
A.2.1 General
(I) Although these test procedures are presented in terms of profiled sheets, similar test procedures based on
sheeting mentioned jn EN
the same principles may also be used for liner trays and other types of sheeting

508).
(2) Loading may be applied through air bags or in a vacuum chamber or by steel or timber cross beams
arranged to approximate uniformly distributed loading.
To prevent spreading of corrugations, transverse ties or other appropriate test accessories sLlch as timber
blocks may be applied to the test specimen. Some examples are given in figure A.1.

(a) Rivet or screw
(b)

~~(C)

(b) Transverse tie
(metal strip)
(c) Tjmber blocks

h------------------------+_
Figure A.I: Exanlples of appropriate test accessories
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(4) For uplift tests, the test set-up should realistically simulate the behaviour of the sheeting under practical
conditions. The type of connections between the sheet and the supports should be the same as in the
connections to be used in practice.
(S) To give the results a wide range of applicability, hinged and roller supports should preferably be used, to

avoid any intluence of rotational restraint at the supports on the test results.
(6) It should be ensured that the direction of the loading remains perpendicular to the initial plane of the sheet

throughout the test procedure.
(7) To eliminate the deformations of the supports, the deflections at both ends of the test specimen should also
be measured.
(8) The test result should be taken as the maximum value of the loading applied to the specimen either
coincident with failure or immediately prior to failure as appropriate.
A.2.2 Single span test

(1) A test set-up equivalent to that shown in figure A.2 may be used to determine the midspan moment
resistance (in the absence of shear force) and the effective flexural stiffness.
(2) The span should be chosen such that the test results represent the moment resistance of the sheet.
(3) The moment resistance should be determined from the test result.
(4) The tlexural stiffness should be determined from a plot of the load-deflection behaviour.
A.2.3 Double span test
(1) The test set-up shown in figure A.3 may be used to determine the resistance of a sheet that is continuous

over two or more spans to combinations of moment and shear at internal supports, and its resistance to
combined moment and support reaction for a given support width.
(2) The loading should preferably be uniformly distributed (applied using an air bag or a vacuum chamber, for
example).
(3) Alternatively any number of line loads (transverse to the span) may be used, arranged to produce internal
moments and forces that are appropriate to represent the effects of uniformly distributed loading. Some
examples of suitable alTangements are shown in figure AA.
A.2.4 Internal support test
(1) As an alternative to A.2.3, the test set-up shown in figure A.S may be Llsed to determine the resistance of a

sheet that is continuous over two or more spans to combinations of moment and shear at internal SUPPOIts, and
its resistance to combined moment and support reaction for a given support width.
(2) The test span s used to represent the portion of the sheet between the points of contraflexure each side of
the internal support, in a sheet continuous over two equal spans L may be obtained from:

s

=

OAL

(3) If plastic redistribution of the support moment is expected, the test span
the appropriate ratio of support moment to shear force.

... (A.l)
5;

should be reduced to represent
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,~ v
,

a) Uniformly distributed loading and an
example of alternative equivalent line loads

\ 7

(c)

b) Distributed loading applied by an airbag
(alternatively by a vacuum test rig)
(c) Transverse tie

i---------.-.---------·-.---.-.~·

L

c) Example of suppol1 arrangements for preventing dist0l1ion

F

,

f

,

~ -1,4h~
d) Example of method of applying a line load

Figure A.2: Test set-up for single span tests

Figure A.3: Test setup for double span tests
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O'125~~ I. O'525L-+O'35L-+-O'35L+-O'525L+~'125L
1"
...

L

110

L

. ...

Figure A.4: Examples of suitable arrangements of alternative line loads

(4) The width bp, of the beam used to apply the test load should be selected to represent the actual support
width to be used in practice.
(5) Each test result may be used to represent the resistance to combined bending moment and Suppo1t reaction
(or shear force) for a given span and a given Sl1ppOl1 width. To obtain information about the interaction of
bending moment and support reaction, tests should be carried out for several different spans.
(6) Interpretation of test results, see A.5.2.3.

A.2.S End support test
(I) The test set-up shown in figure A.6 may be used to determine the shear resistance of a sheet at an end
support.

(2) Separate tests should be carried ont to determine the shear resistance of the sheet for different lengths u
from the contact point at the inner edge of the end support, to the actual end of the sheet, see figure A.6.
NOTE: Value of maximum support reaction measured during a bending test may be used as a lower bound for section
resistance to both shear and local transverse force.
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c) Internal support with loading applied to tension flange

Figure A.5: Test set-up for internal support test

tU+_~U3

... I-a

2U3

I

"'1

F
I
I
I

L_

--=1 :20

bA ? h

tRA
1-300 mm

... -a
L

~?

3h

...I-a
... 1

Key:
bA = support length
u

length from internal edge of end support to end of sheet

Figure A.6: Test set-up for end support tests
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A.3 Tests on cold-formed members
A.3.1 General
(1) Each test specimen should be similar in all respects to the component or structure that it represents.

(2) The supporting devices used for tests should preferably provide end conditions that closely reproduce those
supplied by the connections to be used in service. Where this cannot be achieved, less favourable end
conditions that decrease the load carrying capacity or increase the flexibility should be used, as relevant.
(3) The devices used to apply the test loads should reproduce the way that the loads would be appl ied in
service. It should be ensured that they do not offer more resistance to transverse deformations of the crosssection than would be available in the event of an overload in service. It should also be ensured that they do
not localize the applied forces onto the lines of greatest resistance.
(4) If the given load combination includes forces on more than one line of action, each increment of the test
loading should be applied proportionately to each of these forces.
(5) At each stage of the loading, the displacements or strains should be measured at one or more principal
locations on the structure. Readings of displacements or strains should not be taken until the structure has
completely stabilized after a load increment.
(6) Failure of a test specimen should be considered to have occurred in any of the following cases:
- at collapse or fracture;
- if a crack begins to spread in a vital pali of the specimen;

- if the displacement is excessive.
(7) The test result should be taken as the maximum value of the loading applied to the specimen either

coincident with failure or immediately prior to failure as appropriate.
(8) The accuracy of all measurements should be compatible with the magnitude of the measurement concerned
and should in any case not exceed ± I % of the value to be determined. The following magnitudes (in clause
(9)) must also be fulfilled.
(9) The measurements of the cross-sectional geometry of the test specimen should include:
the overall dimensions (width, depth and length) to an accuracy of ± 1,0 mm;
- widths of plane elements of the cross-section to an accuracy of

1,0 mm:

- radii of bends to an accuracy of ± 1,0 mm;
- inclinations of plane elements to an accuracy of ± 2,0°;
- angles between flat surfaces to an accuracy of ± 2,0°;
- locations and dimensions of intermediate stiffeners to an accuracy of ± ] ,0 mm;
the thickness of the material to an accuracy of ± 0,0 1 mm;
accuracy of all measurements of the cross-section has to be taken as equal to maximum

% of the

nominal values.
(10) An other relevant parameters should also be measured, such as:
- locations of components relative to each other;
locations of fasteners;
the values of torques etc. used to tighten fasteners.
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A.3.2 Full cross-section corrlpression tests

A.3.2.1

Stub co)unll1 test

(I) Stub column tests may be used to allow for the effects of local buckling in thin gauge cross-sections, by
determining the value of the ratio /3.,\ =Acnl A& and the location of the effective centroidal axis.
(2) If local buckling of the plane elements governs the resistance of the cross-section, the specimen should
have a length of at least 3 times the width of the widest plate element.
The lengths of specimens with perforated cross-sections should include at least 5 pitches of the
perforations, and should be such that the
is CLlt to length midway between two perforations.

In the case of a cross-section with
or intermediate stiffeners, it should be ensured that the length of the
buckling lengths of the stiffeners.
specimen is not less than the
(5) If the overall length of the specimen exceeds 20 times the least radius of gyration of its gross cross-section
i lllill , intermediate lateral restraints should be supplied at a spacing of not more than 20 i rnill •
(6) Before
the tolerances of the cross-sectional dimensions of the specimen should be checked to
ensure that they are within the permitted deviations.

(7) The CLit ends of the specimen should be fiat, and should be perpendicular to its longitudinal axis.
(8) An axial compressive force should be applied to each end of the specimen through pressure
30 mill thick, that protrude at least I () mm beyond the perimeter of the cross-section.

at least

(9) The test specimen should be placed in the testing machine with a ball bearing at each end. There should be

small drilled indentations in the pressure pads to receive the ball bearings. The ball bearings should be located
in line with the centroid of the calculated effective cross-section. If the calculated location of this effective
centroid proves 110t to be correct, it may be adjusted within the test series.
(10) In the case of open cross-sections, possible spring-back may be corrected.
(1 I) Stub column tests may be used to determine the compression resistance of a cross-section. In interpreting
the test results, the following parameters should be treated as variables:

- the thickness;
- the ratio

t:

- the ultimate strength

f;l and the yield

- the location of the centroid of the effective cross-section;
- imperfections in the shape of the elements of the cross-section;
the method of cold forming (for example increasing the yield
subsequently removed).

A.3.2.2

by introducing a deformation that is

Member buckling test

(I) Member buckling tests may be used to determine the resistance of compression members with thin gauge

cross-sections to overall buckling (including flexural buckling, torsional buck1ing and torsional-flexural
buckling) and the interaction between local buckling and overall buckling.
(2) The method of carrying out the test should be generally as given for stub column tests in A.3.2.1.
(3) A series of tests on axially loaded specimens may be used to determine the appropriate buckling curve for a
given type of cross-section and a given grade of steeL produced by a
process. The values of relative
slenderness I to be tested and the minimum number of tests Il at each value, should be as given in table A.] .
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Table A.1: Relative slenderness values and llUJubers of tests

A

0,2

0,5

0,7

1,0

1,3

1,6

2,0

3,0

N

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

(4) Similar tests may also be used to determine the effect of introducing intermediate restraints on the torsional
buckling resistance of a member.
(5) For the interpretation of the test results the following parameters should be taken into account:
the parameters Iisted for stub column tests in A.3.2.1 (II);
- overall lack of straightness imperfections compared to standard production output, see (6);
type of end or intermediate restraint (tlexural, torsional or both).
(6) Overal1 lack of straighness may be taken into account as follows:
a)

Determine the elastic critical compression load of the member by an appropriate analysis with initial
bow equal to test sample: FCr.'oOW.lC'(

b)

As a) but with an initial bow equal to the maximum allowed according to the product specification:

c)

Additional correction factor:

L'.Ul'W."""'.""'"

I

A.3.3 Full cross-section tension test
(l) This test may be used to determine the average yield strength

of the cross-section.

(2) The specimen should have a length of at least 5 times the width of the widest plane element in the crosssection.
(3) The load should be applied through end SlipPOl1S that ensure a uniform stress distribution across the crosssection.
(4) The failure zone should occur at a distance from the end SUpp011S of not less than the width of the widest
plane element in the cross-section.

A.3.4 Full cross-section bending test
(l) This test may be used to determine the moment resistance and rotation capacity of a cross-section.
transversal dimension. The spacing of
(2) The specimen should have a length of at least 15 times its
lateral restraints to the compression tlange should not be less than the spacing to be used in service.
(3) A pair of point loads should be applied to the specimen to produce a length under uniforl11 bending moment
at midspan of at least 0,2 x (span) but not more than 0,33 x (span). These loads should be appl ied through the
shear centre of the cross-section. The section should be torsionally restrained at the load points. If necessary,
local buckling of the specimen should be prevented at the points of load application, to ensure that failure
occurs within the central p0l1ion of the span. The deflection should be measured at the load positions, at
midspan and at the ends of the specimen.
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(4) [n interpreting the test results, the following parameters should be treated as variables:
- the thickness;
- the ratio bp / t;
the ratio '/;1
the ul ti mate strength '/:1 and the yield strength .t;b;
- differences bet\veen restraints used in the test and those available in service;
- the support conditions.

A.4 Tests on structures and portions of structures
A.4.1 Acceptance test
(I) This acceptance test may be used as a non-destructive test to confirm the structural performance of a

structure or portion of a structure.
(2) The test load for an acceptance test should be taken as equal to the sLIm of:
1,0 x (the actual self-weight present during the test);
- 1,15 x (the remainder of the permanent load);
- 1,25 x (the variable loads).
but need not be taken as more than the mean of the total ultimate limit state design load and the total
load combination.
serviceability limit state design load for the characteristic ~ text deleted
(3) Before carrying out the acceptance test, preliminary bedding down loading (not exceeding the
characteristic values of the loads) may optionally applied, and then removed.
(4) The structure should first be loaded up to a load equal to the total characteristic load. Under this load it
should demonstrate substantially elastic behaviour. On removal of this load the residual deflection should not
exceed 20% of the maximum recorded. If these criteria are not satisfied this part of the test procedure should
be repeat. In this repeat load cycle, the structure should demonstrate substantially linear behaviour up to the
characteristic load and the residual deflection should not exceed 10% of tbe maximum recorded.
(5) During the acceptance test, the loads should be applied in a number of regular increments at regular time
When the deflections show significant
intervals and the principal deflections should be measured at each
non-linearity, the load increments should be reduced.
(6) On the attainment of the acceptance test load, the load should be maintained for being no changes between
a set of adjacent readings and deflection measurements should be taken to establish whether the structure is
subject to any time-dependent deformations, such as deformations of fasteners or deformations arising from
creep in the zinc layer.
(7) Unloading should be completed in regular decrements, with deflection readings taken at each stage.

(8) The structure should prove capable of sustaining the acceptance test load, and there should be no
significant local distortion or defects likely to render the structure unserviceable after the test.
A.4.2 Strength test
(I) This strength test may be used to confirm the calculated load carrying capacity of a structure or portion of a

structure. Where a number of similar items are to be constructed to a common design and one or more
prototypes have been submitted to and met an the requirements of this strength test, the others may be accepted
without further testing provided that they are similar in all relevant respects to the prototypes.
(2) Before carrying out a strength test the specimen should first pass the acceptance test detailed in AA.I.
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(3) The load should then be increased in increments up to the strength test load and the principal deflections
should be measured at each stage. The strength test load should be maintained for at least one hour and
deflection measurements should be taken to establish whether the structure is subject to creep.
(4) Unloading should be completed in regular decrements with deflection readings taken at each stage.
(5) The total test load (including self-weight) for a strength test

F,tr should be determined from the totell
specified for ultimate limit state verifications by calculation, using:

design load
F.,tr

... (A.2)

= }1vliJiF

in whieh Jir: is the load adjustment coefficient and

}1v1i

is the partial coefficient of the ultimate limit state.

(6) The load adjustment coefficient Jir: should take account of variations in the load calTying capacity of the
structure, or portion of a structure, due to the effects of variation in the material yield strength, local buckling,

overall buckling and any other relevant parameters or considerations.
(7) Where a realistic assessment of the load carrying capacity of the structure, or portion of a structure, may be

made using the provisions of this Part 1-3 of EN 1993 for design by calculation, or another proven method of
analysis that takes account of all buckling effects, the load adjustment coefficient Jir may be taken as equal to
the ratio of (the value of the assessed load carrying capacity based on the averaged basic yield strength
)
).
compared to (the corresponding value based on the nominal basic yield strength
(8) The value of

should be determined from the measured basic strength
of the various cOIllponents
of the structure, or portion of a structure, with due regard to their relative importance.

(9) If realistic theoretical assessments of the load carrying capacity cannot be made, the load adjustment
coefficient JiF should be taken as equal to the resistance adjustment coefficient JiR defined in A.6.2.
(10) Under the test load there should be no failure by buckling or rupture in any part of the specimen.
(I ]) On removal of the test load, the detlection should be reduced by at least 20%.

A.4.3 Prototype failure test
(I) A test to failur~ may be used to determine the real mode of failure and the true load carrying capacity of a

structure or assembly. If the prototype is not required for use, it may optionally be used to obtain this
additional information after completing the strength test described in AA.2.
(2) Alternatively a test to failure Illay be carried out to determine the true design load carrying capacity from

the ultimate test load. As the acceptance and strength test procedures should preferably be carried out first, an
estimate should be made of the anticipated design load carrying capacity as a basis for such tests.
(3) Before carrying out a test to failure, the specimen should first pass the strength test described in AA.2. Its
estimated design load carrying capacity may then be adjusted based on its behaviour in the strength test.
(4) During a test to failure, the loading should first be applied in increments up to the strength test load.
Subsequent load increments should then be based on an examination of the plot of the principal deflections.

(5) The ultimate load carrying capacity should be taken as the value of the test load at that point at which the

structure or assembly is unable to sustain any fUI1her increase in load.
NOTE: At this point gross permanent disLonion is likely to have occurred. fn some cases gross dcrormatiol1 might

define the test limit.

A.4.4 Calibration test
(1) A calibration test may be used to:

- verify load bearing behaviour relative to analytical design models;
- quantify parameters derived from design models, sLlch as strength or stiffness of members or joints.
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A.S Tests on torsionally restrained beams
A.S.1 General
( I) These test procedures may be used for beams that are paJ1ially restrained against torsional displacement, by
means of trapezoidal profiled steel sheeting or other suitable cladding.
(2) These procedures may be used for purlins, side rails, floor beams and other similar types of beams that
have relevant restraint conditions.

A.S.2 Internal support test

A.S.2.1

'fest set-up

(1) The test set-up shown in
A.7 may be used to determine the resistance of a beam that is continuous
over two or more spans~ to combinations of bending moment and shear force at internal supports.
NOTE: The same lest set-up may be used for sleeved and

systems.

F
A

B

c

o

E

Figure A.7: Test set-up for internal support tests
(2) The supports at A and E should be hinged and roller supports respectively. At these SUPP011S, rotation
about the longitudinal axis of the beam may be prevented, for example by means of cleats.
(3) The method of applying the load at C should correspond with the method to be used in service.
NOTE: Tn many cases this will mean tbat lateral tllSIJla(;eITlent of both flanges is prevented at C.

(4) The displacement measurements at points Band D located at a distance e from each support, see figure
A.7, should be recorded to allow these displacements to be eliminated from the results analysis
(5) The test span s should be chosen to produce combinations of bending moment and shear force that
represent those expected to occur in practical application under the design load for the relevant limit state.
(6) For double span beams of span L subject to uniformly distributed loads, the test span s should normally be
taken as equal to 0,4 L. However, if plastic redistribution of the support moment is expected, the test span s
should be reduced to represent the appropliate ratio of support moment to shear force.

A.S.2.2

Execution of tests

(]) In addition to the general rules for testing, the following specific aspects should be taken into account.
(2) Testing should continue beyond the peak load and the recording of the deflections should be continued
either until the applied load has reduced to between 10% and 15% of its peak value or until the deflection has
reached a value 6 times the maximum elastic displacement.

A.S.2.3

Interpretation of test results

(I) The actual measured test results Rob~.i should be adjusted as specified in A.6.2 to obtain adjusted values
Radj.i related to the nominal basic yield strength
and design thickness t of the steel, see 3.2.4.
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(2) For each value of the test span s the support reaction R should be taken as the mean of the adjusted values
of the peak load
for that value of s. The corresponding value of the suppOli moment !vt should then be
determl ned from:
s

M

R
4

... (A.3)

Generally the influence of the dead load should be added when calculating the value of moment M following
the expression (A.3).
(3) The pairs of values of NI and R for each value of s should be plotted as shown in
A.8. Pairs of
values for intermediate combinations of M and R may then be determined by linear interpolation.

M

(b)

R

(a) test results for different test spans s, (b) linear interpolation

Figure A.8: Relation between support moment M and support reaction R
(4) The net deflection at the point of load application C in figure A.7 should be obtained from the gross
measured values by deducting the mean of the corresponding deflections measured at the points Band D
located at a distance e from the support points A and E, see figure A.7.
(5) For each test the appl1ed load should be plotted
the corresponding net deflection, see figure A.9.
From this plot, the rotation B should be obtained for a range of values of the applied load using:
B

0,5 s

B

0,5 s

e

... (AAa)

e

... (AAb)

where:
bel

IS

the net deflection for a given load on the rising paI1 of the curve, before Fmax;

bpi

IS

the net deflection for the same load on the falling part of the curve, after F ll1ax :

bl in

is

the fictive net deflection for a given load, that would be obtained with a linear behaviour, see
figure A.9;

be

is

the average deflection measured at a distance e from the support, see figure A.7;

s

is

the test span;

e

IS

the distance between a deflection measurement point and a support, see

A.7.
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The expression (AAa) 1S used when analyses are done based on the effective cross-section. The expression
(AAb) is llsed when analyses are done based on the gross cross-section.
(6) The relationship between A1 and B should then be plotted for each test at a given test span s
corresponding to a
value of beam span L as shown in figure A.l0. The design Iv! Bcharacteristic for
the moment resistance of the beam over an internal support should then be taken as equal to 0,9 times the mean
value of lH for all the tests corresponding to that value of the beam span L.
NOTE: Smaller valLIe lhan 0.9 for reduction should be used, if the full-scale tests are used to determine effect of lateral
load and
of free llange around the mid-support, see 10.1

F

Figure A.9: Relation between 10ad F and net deflection J

M

O,9Mmean

e
Mmean = mean value,

Md

deslgn value

Figure A.I0: Derivation of moment-rotation (lY - B) characteristic

A.S.3 Determination of torsional restraint
(]) The test set-up shown in figure A.] 1 may be used to determine the amount of torsional restraint given by
adequately fastened sheeting or by another member perpendicular to the span of the beam.
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(2) This test set-up covers two different contributions to the total amount of restraint as follows:
a) The lateral stiffness KA per unit length corresponding to the rotational stiffness of the connection
between the sheeting and the beam;
b) The lateral stiffness Kg per unit length due to distortion of the cross-section of the pm'lin,
(3) The combined restraint per unit length may be determined from:

( 1 / KA + I I K B )

=8 /

F

.,. (A.S)

where:
F

IS

the load per unit length of the test specimen to produce a lateral def1ection of h/IO;

h

IS

the overall depth of the specimen;

8

is

the lateral displacement of the top flange in the direction of the load F.

(4) In interpreting the test results, the following parameters should be treated as variables:
- the number of fasteners per unit length of the specimen;
the type of fasteners;
- the flexural stiffness of the beam, relative to its thickness;
the flexural stiffness of the bottom flange of the sheeting, relative to its thickness;
- the positions of the fasteners in the flange of the sheeting;
- the distance from the fasteners to the centre of rotation of the beam;
- the overall depth of the beam;
- the possible presence of insulation between the beam and the sheeting.
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(dj

~
I

:::t!

450 mm

(a) sheeting, (b) fastener, (c) profile, (d) load,

clamped support

a) A1ternative 1

- -~

d I

(c)

1 f-04-

~-----

(a) sheeting, (b) fastener, (c) profile, (d) load, (e) insulation jf available, (f) timber blocks
b) Alternative 2

Figure A.II: Experimental determination of spring stiffness KA and Kn

A.6 Evaluation of test results
A.6.1 General
(I) A specimen under test should be regarded as having failed if the applied test loads reach their maximum

values, or if the gross deformations exceed specified limits.
(2) The gross deformations of members should generally satisfy:

s

~

L/50

¢

~

1/50

(5

is

the maximum deflection of a beam of span L;

¢

is

the sway angle of a structure.

... (A.6)

... (A.7)

where:

(3) In the testing of connections, or of components in which the examination of large deformations is
necessary for accurate assessment (for example, in evaluating the moment-rotation characteristics of sleeves),
no Jimit need be placed on the gross deformation during the test.
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(4) An appropriate margin of safety should be available between a ductile failure mode and possible brittle
failure modes. As brittle failure modes do not usually appear in large scale tests, additional detail tests should
be carried out where necessary.
NOTE: This is often the case for connecLions.

A.6.2 Adjustment of test results
(l) Test results should be appropriately adjusted to allow for variations between the actual measured properties
of the test specimens and their nominal values.

(2) The actual measured basic yield strength
O,7S fyb,
basic yield strength fyb i.e.
(3) The actual measured thickness
more than 12%.

fobs

should not deviate by more than

25% from the nominal

should not exceed the nominal material thickness

(nom

3.2.4) by

(4) Adjustments should be made in respect of the actual measured values of the core material thickness
and the basic yield strength
for all tests, except if values measured in tests are used to calibrate a design
model then provisions of (S) need not be applied.
(S) The adjusted value
resu It Robsj using:

Radj.i

of the test result for test i should be determined from the actual measured test
... (A.8)

Radj,j

IE}) in which flR is the adjustment coefficient:

r

... (A.9)

(6) The exponent a for use in expression (A.9) should be obtained as follows:
- if [vb.obs ~
if

/Yb:

a= 0
a= I

For profiled sheets or liner trays in which compression elements have such large b~/f ratios that local buckling
is clear1y the failure mode: a= O,S.
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(7) The exponent /3 for lise in expression (A.9) should be obtained as follows:
- if

lobs.cor

tcor :

- if

toh;,.cor

> tcor:

- for tests

011

/3=1

profiled sheets or liner trays:

/3

2

for tests on members, structures or portions of structures:
if bjt

/3
/3= 2
obtain /3 by linear interpolation.

in which the limiting width-to thickness ratio (bpI t)hm given by:

19,1£Jk:,..
... (A. 10)

where:
IS

the notional flat width of a plane element;

IS

the relevant buckling factor from table 4. I or 4.2 in EN 1993-1

is

the largest calculated compressive stress in the element, at the ultimate limit state.

NOTE: Til the case of available lest report concerning sheet specimens with tob,.cor /
value not exceeding 1.02 times the Rnclj.i value according to A.6.2 may be omitted.
~

fcor:S

1,06 readjustment of existing

For the adjustment of second moment of area, where linear behaviour is observed under the serviceability limit state
loading, the exponents in the formula (A.9) should be taken as follows: a = 0,0 and ~ = 1,0.

A.6.3 Characteristic values
A.6.3.1 General
(J) Characteristic values may be determined statistically, provided that there are at least 4 test results.
NOTE: A larger number is generally preferahle, particularly if the scaLter is relatively wide.

If the number of test results available is 3 or less, the method given in A.6.3.3 may be used.
(3) The characteristic minimum value should be determined using the following provisions. If the
characteristic maximum value or the characteristic mean value is required, it should be determined by using
appropriate adaptations of the provisions given for the characteristic minimum value.
(4) The characteristic value Rk determined on the basis of at least 4 tests may be obtained from:
Rm +1- ks

... (A.l])

where:

s

is

the standard deviation;

k

is

the appropriate coefficient from table A.2;

RI11

is

the mean value of the adjusted test results Radj ;

The unfavourable sign "+" or" " should be adopted for given considered value.
NOTE: As general rule, for resistance characteristic value, the sign "-" should be taken and e.g. for rotation characteristic
value, hoth are to be considered.
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(5) The standard deviation s may be determined using:

[Ill=lt(R'd;,j'

/I

s= [

L(R~\d.J.i

... (A.12)

where:
Radj,i

IS

the adjusted test result for test i;

n

IS

the number of tests.
Table A.2: Values of the coefficient k

A.6.3.2

N

4

k

2,63

5

6

8

10

20

2,18

2,00

1,92

1}6

30
1

1.64

Characteristic values for falnilies of tests

(1) A series of tests carried out on a number of otherwise similar structures, portions of structures, members,

sheets or other structural components, in which one or more parameters is varied, may be treated as a single
family of tests, provided that they all have the same failure mode. The parameters that are varied may include
cross-sectional dimensions, spans, thicknesses and material strengths.
(2) The characteristic resistances of the members of a family may be determined on the basis of a suitable
design expression that relates the test results to all the relevant parameters. This design expression may either
be based on the appropriate equations of structural mechanics, or determined on an empirical basis.
(3) The design expression should be modified to predict the mean measured resistance as accurately as
practicable, by adjusting the coefficients to optimize the correlation.
NOTE: Information on this process is given Annex D of EN 1990.

(4) In order to calculate the standard deviation s each test result should first be normalized by dividing it by
the conesponding value predicted by the
expression. If the design expression has been modified as
specified in (3), the mean value of the normalized test results will be unity. The number of tests n should be
taken as equal to the total number of tests in the family.
(5) For a family of at least four tests, the characteristic resistance Rk should then be obtained from expression
(A.] 1) by taking Rm as equal to the value predicted by the design expression, and using the value of k from
table A.2 corresponding to a value of n equal to the total number of tests in the family.

A.6.3.3

Characteristic values based on a small nuotber of tests

(1) If only one test is carried out, then the characteIistic resistance Rk corresponding to this test should be

obtained from the adjusted test result

Radj

usmg:
... (A.13)

0,9 17k Radj

in which 11k should be taken as follows, depending on the failure mode:
yielding failure:

17k

=0,9;

- gross deformation:

'7k = 0,9;

- local buckling:

'7k

0,8 ... 0,9 depending on effects on global behaviour in tests;

- overall instability:
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(2) For a family of two or three tests, provided that each adjusted test result Radj.i is within ± 10% of the
mean value Rill of the adjusted test results, the characteristic resistance Rk should be obtained using:
... (A.14)
(3) The characteristic values of stiffness properties (such as flexural or rotational stiffness) may be taken as the
mean value of at least two tests, provided that each test result is within ± 10% of the mean value.

In the case of one single test the characteristic value of the stiffness is reduced by 0,95 for favourable value
and increased by 1,05 for Iloll-favourable value.

(4)

A.6.4 Design values
(I) The design value of a resistance Rd should be derived from the corresponding characteristic value Rk

determined by testing,

... (A.l

where:
is

'l,ys

the partial factor for resistance;

is a conversion factor for differences in behaviour under test conditions and service
conditions.

The appropriate value for 11,ys should be determined in dependance of the modelling for testing.
(3) For sheeting and for other well defined standard testing procedures (including A.3.2.1 stub column tests,

A.3.3 tension tests and A.3.4 bending tests) !Jsys may be taken as equal to 1,0. For tests on torsionally
restrained beams conformed to the section A.S, '7s y s 1,0 may also be taken.
(4) For other types of tests in which possible instability phenomena, or modes of behaviour, of structures or

structural components might not be covered sufficiently by the tests, the value of '7,ys should be assessed taking
into account the actual testing conditions, in order to achieve the necessary reliability.
NOTE: The partial raclorY~d may be given in the National Annex. It is recomrnended to use the Xrvalues as chosen in
the design by calculation given in section 2 or section 8 of this part unless other values result from the use of Annex D of
EN 1990.

A.6.S Serviceability

(I) The provisions given in Section 7 should be satisfied.
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Annex B [informative] - Durability of fasteners
(I) In Construction Classes I, II and III table B.l may be applied.

Table B.1: Fastener material with regard to corrosion environment (and sheeting materia] only for
information). Only the risk of corrosion is considered. Classification of environnlent according to
EN ISO 12944-2.
Classifica
tion of
environm
ent

:Material of fastener

Sheet
material

Alul11iniu
111

Electro
galvanized steel.
CO;)t thickness>
7~lIn

CI

C2

C3

C4

Stainless steel. case hardcned.

d

Monel"

1..'1.436 d

X

X

X

X

X

X

D, E,S

X

X

X

X

X

X

A

X

X

X

X

X

C, D, E

X

X

X

X

X

S

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(X{

(X/

A

X

C,E

X

D

X

X

S

-

X

A

X

E

X
-

-

X

-

S
A

X

X

X

X

X

(X/

X

(X{

X

(X{

X

X

X

(X(
-

(X(

X

s
A

(X{

(Xf

X

Dr

C5-M

I..'1.JOI

1.4006 d

A,8,C

D

C5-1

Stainle.-;s steel.

Hot-dip zinc coated
stecl h . Coat thickness
>4S)l1ll

X
(X{

X

Df

S

X

(X(

-

X

-

-

NOTE: Fastener of steel without coating may be used in corrosion c1as-;ification class C I.
A=

Aluminium irrespcctive or surface finish

8=

Un-coated sleel sheet

C=

Hot-dip zinc coated (Z275) or aluzink coated (AZI50) steel sheet

D=

Hot-dip zinc coated steel sheet + coating of paint or plastics

E=

Aluzink coated (AZI85) steel sheet

S=

Stainless sleel

X=

Type of material recommended from the cOlTosion standpoint

(X)=

Type of material recommended from the corrosion standpoint under the
specified condition only

Type of material not recommended from the corrosion
standpoint

a

Refers to rivet'> only

b

Rerers to screws

~1I1d

nuts only

Insulating washer, of material resistant to ageing, between
sheeting and fastener
d

Stainless steel EN 10088
Risk of discoloration.
Always check with sheet supplier

(2) The environmental classification following EN-ISO 12944-2 is presented in table B.2.
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Table B.2: Atnlospheric-corrosivity categories according to EN ISO 12944-2 and examples of typical
environments

Examples of typical environments in a temperate climate (informative))

Corrosivity
category

Corrosivity
level

Cl

Very low -

C2

Low

Exterior

I

Atmospheres with low level
pollution. Mostly rural areas

Interior
Heated buildings with clean atmospheres,
e. g. offices, shops, schools and hotels.
of Unheated buildings where condensation
may occur, e. g. depots, sport hal1s.

C3

Medium I Urban and industrial atmospheres, Production rooms with high humidity and
I moderate sLllphll r dioxide poll Ll !i 011. some air pollution, e. g. food-processing!
plants, laundries, breweries and dairies.
Coastal areas with low salinity.

C4

High

C5-1

Very
Industrial areas with high humidity Building or areas with almost permanent
condensation and with high pol1l1tion.
high (in- and aggressive atmosphere.
dustrial)

C5-M

120

Very
high
(marine)

Industrial areas and coastal areas Chemical plants, swimming pools, coastal
with moderate salinity.
ship- and boatyards.

Coastal and offshore areas with high Building or areas with almost permanent
salinity.
condensation and with high pollution.
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Annex C [informative] - Cross section constants for thin-walled cross
sections
C.1

Open cross sections

(1) Divide the cross section into n parts. Number the parts] to n.
7

Insel1 nodes between the pal1s. Number the nodes 0 to 11.
Part i is then defined by nodes i-I and i.

6

Give nodes, co-ordinates and (effective) thickness.

Nodes and parts

j

5

O.. n ;=1 .. 11

z
Area of cross section parts

[t i'Jr-"(-Vi---)-'i--I-)2-+-(-Zi---;:-"I_-I-)2J

dA i =

Cross section area
11

Figure C.l Cross section nodes

L

A ::;::

dAi

i:::: 1

First moment of area with respect to y-axis and coordinate for gravity
centre
11

SyO::;::

L

SyO

A

i ::;:: ]

Second moment of area with respect to original y-axis and new y-axis through gravity centre

2
L [2
(Zi) + {zi-d +
11

lyO::;::

JdAi

Zi'Zi-l '-3-

ly

1)'0

A·

2

I

First moment of area with respect to z-axis and gravity centre
S70::;::
"

!
i= 1

dA·

(y.
+ y._])._l
~l
~l
2

Szo
A

Second moment of area with respect to original z-axis and new z-axis through gravity centre

A· Ygc

2
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Product moment of area with respect of original y- and z-axis and new axes through gravity centre

I-

clAi

11

lyz.O

=

(2. Yi-I'':::i-I + 2· Yi'Zi + Yi-I'':::i + Yi' Zi-d'

=1

i

6

l yZ

Principal axis
if (I z. -I)')

*0

otherwise

a=0

Sectorial co-ordinates
OJO.
I

=

)'i-I' Zi - Yi' Zi-I

Mean of sectorial coordinate
11

I-

IOJ =

dA·

(OJi-1 + OJJ.--;-

i= I
Sectorial constants

ciA.

I11

l y o1) =

i

=

(2. Yi-I . OJi-1 + 2· .'h· OJi + Yi-1 . (Vi + Yi' OJi-1)·-i
I

III

IzoJ) =
i

(

2' OJi-I'Zi-1 + 2' OJi' Zi + OJi-l-:!.i + OJi'Zi-l

=I

Shear centre
Ysc =

Iz.OJ·l z -lyOJ'lyz
Iy·l z - I},z.

2

-lyOJ'/)' + I ZOJ·l yZ
Zsc =

Iy'lz - lyZ

Warping constant
lw = IOJOJ + zsc ·l yOJ -

)'sc ·I zu

Torsion constants
11

I-

It =
i

122

=1

Wt

It
= --min( t)

2

)

ciA i

'6

= lyZO -

SvO,SzO
- A
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Sectoria1 co-ordinate with respect to shear centre
())s '

.I

=

+

())meun

())J'

,

Maximum sectorial co-ordinate and warping modulus
J~v

Distance between shear centre and gravity centre
Ys = Ysc-

Zs

.:",. . c

Polar moment of area with respect to shear centre
Ip

=I y + J +

s

_2

+.c, s

)

Non-symmetry factors Zy and Yj

0.5

7'

,:J

II

[

')

Zs - 1;' 2: (zcJ
.

i

----+ (

+

,)2 (Yi - Yi_d
\'" +

.

L

12

i

11

''-j

• •J

"i

Ii"

2

(.d
)"

+

(Zi - - - +
+ ('7)2
+Li
12
(J'

(Zi - Zi-))

·Lh

Yi-I)

Zc.'---------

6

I

·rlAi

1

where the coordinates for the centre of the cross section

.vi + ,Vi-J

=

2
NOTE: Zj =

]

=)

,_0.5'2:
[(,)3
,[(Yi-Yi-d
),'
Vi'
+ 'Li
L
4

Ye,I

2

0

Zi

+

with respect to shear center are

Zi-)

2

(Yj = 0) for cross sections with y-axis (~-axis) being axis of symmetry, see Figure C.I.

C.2 Cross section constants for open cross section with branches
(1) In cross sections with branches, formulae in C.l can be used, However, follow the branching back (with
thickness t =0) to the next part with thickness t*-O, see branch 3 4 - 5 and 6 - 7 in Figure C.2. A section with
branches is a section with points where more than two parts are joined together.

_C\J

\?>

\?>

0

3

I

8
Cross section

--J

2

t6
_00

\?>

....t7

Nodes and elements

L

y

=

t5

=0

0

t7 = 0

f+-t6

Y4 =

Y2

24 = Z2

....t8

t4

7

25

=

26

=

Line model

Figure C.2 Nodes and parts in a cross section with branches
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C.3 Torsion constant and shear centre of cross section with closed part

Figure C.3 Cross section with closed part
(1) For a symmetric or non-symmetric cross section with a closed part, Figure C.3, the torsion constant is given

by

where
Jl

05
"(v'
,
L...,. f i= 2
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Annex D [informative] - Mixed effective width/effective thickness method
for outstand elements
(1) This annex gives an alternative to the effective width method in 5.5.2 for outstand elements in
compression. The effective area of the element is composed of the element thickness times an effective width
beO and an effective thickness teff times the rest of the element width bp . See Table 0.1.
The slenderness parameter

Ip

and reduction factor p is found in 5.5.2 for the buckling factor ka- in

Table 0.1.
The stress relation factor ljI in the buckling factor ka- may be based on the stress distribution for the gross
cross section.
(2) The resistance of the section should be based on elastic stress distribution over the section.
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Table D.1: Outstand compression elelnents
Maximum compression at free longitudinal edge
Effective width and thickness

Stress distribution

~a~

__________~~

Buckling factor

1 ~ ¥' '2-2

a

],7

3+¥,
telT

(l,75p

0,75)t

¥,<O
al'!l
r------...".....~--J

2>lj/'2-3
2

ka = 3,3(1 + If/) + 1,25lf/
¥' <-3
telT

(1,75p

0,75-0,]5¥')t

k(J" = 0,29(1- ¥') 2

Maximum compression at SllpPol1ed longitudinal
Stress distribution

a

~

Effective width and thickness

Buckling factor

__________~~~a

],7

k (J'

1+3lj/

= (1,7Sp -0,75)(

~/<o

k(J'=1,7

Slj/+17,1lj/

¥' < 1

bt

- --"'--

- (If/-l)

= (l,75p -0,75)t
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Annex E [Informative] - Simplified design for purlins
(1) Purlins with C-, Z- and L.-cross-sections with or without additional stiffeners in web or flange may be
designed due to (2) to (4) if the following conditions are fulfilled:
- the cross-section dimension are within the range of table E.t;
- the pm'lins are horizontally restraint by trapezoidal sheeting where the horizontal restraint ful fiJI the
conditions of the equation (10.1 a);

§) - the purlins are restrained rotationally by trapezoidal sheeting and the conditions of table 10.3 are met.
- the purlins have equal spans and uniform loading
This method should not be used:
- for systems using anti-sag bars;
for sleeve or overlapping systems;
for application of axial forces

NEd-

NOTE: The limitation and validity of this methoclmay be given in the National Annex.

Table E.1: Limitations to be fulfilled if the simplified design method is used and other linlits as in Table
5.1 and section 5.2
(the axis y and z are parallel respect rectangular to the top llange)
t (mm]
hlb
purlins
bit
hit
cit I blc

Lllz

b-t

'1 i

:::; 55

21,25

:::; 20

:::;3,43

:::; 160

:::; 4,0

215

~
I

I
I

~ t~

h

21,25

:::; 55

:::; 160

:::; 20

:::; 3,43

:::;4,0

215

I

i

i
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(2) The design value of the bending moment M Ed should satisfy

M Ed ::;l
M IT. Rei

... (E.l)

where
XLT

... (E.2)

W';fr.v - -

M LT.Rd

" kd

and

WdLy

is section modulus of the effective cross-section with regard to the y-y axis;

XIT

is reduction factor for lateral torsional buckling in dependency of Au
a LT

is substituted by

due to 6.2.3, where

aLT.eff;

and

... (E.3)

ALT

a LT.d1

=

a LT

.. .(EA)

and
aLl'

is impelfection hlctor due to 6.2.3;

Wel. y

is section modulus of the gross cross-section with regard to the y-y axis;

kd

is coefficient for consideration of the non restraint part of the purlin according to equation (E.S)
and table

. but
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1.0

{{I ' (12

coefficients from table E.2;

L

span of the pm'lin;

h

overall depth of the purlin.

... (E.S)
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Table E.2: Coefficients at, a2 for equation (E.5)
Z-purlins
System

al

single span beam

C-purlins

a2

al

a2

L-purlins
al

a2

1.0

0

1.1

0.002

1.1

0.002

1.3

0

3.5

0.050

1.9

0.020

1.0

0

1.6

0.020

1.6

0.020

1.4

0.010

2.7

0.040

1.0

0

gravity load

single span beam
uplift load

continuous beam
gravity load

continuous beam
uplift load

Xu may be chosen by equation (E.6), if a single span beam under gravity load is

(3) The reduction factor

present or if equation (E.7) is met

Xu
C

= 1,0

... (E.6)

M2
EI

>_e_l,u_k
D 1'J
v

... (E.7)

where

M el,u = We1 ,1I

fy

elastic moment of the gross cross-section with regard to the major u-u axis; ... (E.8)

Iv

moment of inertia of the gross cross-section with regard to the minor v-v axis:

k tJ

factor for considering the static system of the purlin due to table E.3.

NOTE: For equal flanged C-purlins and I-purlins Iv = Iz, Wli = Wy, and
axes are shown in Figure 1.7 and section ~ 1.5.4 @il.

MeLli

=

Mel.y'

Conventions used for cross section

Table E.3: Factors k1}
Statical system

~
)<-

Li
)<--

L--,f'

zs

zs
6
LS.
)'-- L --,!'- L --t- L -71'
23

Uplift load

-

0.210

0.07

0.029

0.15

0.066

0.10

0.053

~

L -A'- L---,t

Li

LOS

Gravity load

Q

Q

D

}- L --+- L -;f- L -+ L--7/'
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(4) The reduction factor

XLT

should be calculated according to 6.2A using

ALT

and

Qi.T.eff

in cases which

are not met by (3). The elastic critical moment for lateral-torsional buckling Mer may be calculated by the
equation (E.9):

k
/Vlcr=L
where

II

is the fictitious St. Venant torsion constant considering the effective rotational restraint by
equation (£.! 0) and

11):

L2

I, +C D
It
]/C D

;r2C

is St. Venant torsion constant of the pLll'lin;

1

=--+

... (£,11)

rotational stiffnesses due to 10.1.5.2;

rotational stiffnesses due to distorsion of the cross-section of the purlin due to 10.1.5.1, C D. B =

KI31?, where h
k

I

+-C D.C

C D,;\ ,CI),C

C D. 13

.. .(E.] 0)

--

depth of the purlin and KI3 according to 10.1.5.1;

lateral torsional buckling coefficient dtle to table EA.

Table E.4: Lateral torsional buckling coefficients k for purlins restrained horizontally at the
upper flange
Statical system

130

Gravity load

Uplift load

00

10.3

17.7

27.7

12.2

18.3

14.6

20.5

blank

